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ABSTRACT

This researdr,has investigated the feasibility f using a distance

measure called the Bayesian 'distance , for automatic' S-equentlal document

classification. It' has been shoW:that by observing the Variation of this

distance measurel'es.keywords-Are extracted .secidentially f rota a dooument, the
- -

_

occurrence- of --;noisy- keywords mlay be detected,: ;his PrPPetty oP the distance

measure has been utilized to deSign a sequential algorithm -

-which works in two phases. In the: first- phase keyWords' extracted= trom= a document

are partitioned. into two- groups -- the .good keyword group and-the noisy keyword

, group. In the second phase these two groups of,.keywordsAare analyzed. separately

to assign primary and secondary "classes to a document. TJe argorithm'has,been

applied to the PIN 'data base and very encouraging results have been obtained.
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CNAPTER I

ODUCTION

The main purpose 0 document classification is to aid the process

of information retrieval from an information systeM. -Such .a system

may contain a collection of written texts, -oks summaries, abetrts

titles and so on each of which is considered .to be a- document.

user of this System typically formulates a request in naturallanguage

describing the subject area eas in which he seeks information.

After such.'a request i formulated the document collection is

searched and all items considered to be relpvant;to the use needs

are retrieved.

The task. f identifying documents which e relevant to a given

request is a complex one and is usually done by comparing the contents

doc

a document with that of the search request.

ument.in the collection has :to- be analyzed fc

This means that each

content and

contentrepresented by means of a set of-Content identifier

identifiers also referred to as attributes, are

distinguishing words, pbrases or sentence

the c

:wally a set of

that togetller describe

iplete area of discourse of the entire document collection.

The process of analyzing a doeume and representing it,in s.

one-or more o he above types attributes c ntept



analysis. It assumes three basic forms -- abstracting, indexing an

Classification. Abstracting'Procedures generally use sentences.as

content identifiers whilC,indeking'and-classificatiOn techniques use

phrases and.words.

As .oppcsed to the abstracting operation, where the :abstracts

produced are stored:sequentiallYby item identifier number, indexing

and clabsification generally presume an additional operation of_file

inversion The index term or classification codes are first ordered

'in some fashion, and corresponding to each index

code a list of .documentidentifier

or classification

maintained. This is called

an inverted file. As a result, now instead of searcbing through3an

entire document collection; only the appropriate attribute lists

the inverted ile need be examined in orde to extract documents

relevant to a given, query. Thus, ba ally, both indexing and cla si-

fication partition a data base nto groups. There is, however,

in

a major difference between the two.

Thee technique of indexing induce a partition on document

.collection which is very fine in nature; The entire data base is

divided into as many groups there are attributes. -Classification;

on the other hand, :obtains a coarser structure. The .entire file

.

documents. is broken up a' h smaller number of groups, where

each oup contains documents whose attributes are similar to each

other.. e formally, the basic document classification problem

consists of categorizing d aet of.d.ocuments by assigning ,the to.a



reaSonably small number of suhpopulaticins in such a waY that the

embers within each group are sufficiently alike to justify- ignoring

the individual differences between them.'

Nbst content analysis methqds,in-use today, including classifi--':

cation of large information systems, are manual in nature. 1h'

practice this has.proved to be very time consuming and expensive to

erate. Therefore it is desirable >to automate the entire process

of content analysis. This research concentrates on devising an

_efficient atic technique for the classification aspect of

content analysis,'

In generalautomatic document classification requires the

following se-Cs of operations.

A set of categories or _asSes'which form a desired

partition of th'e entire document base, is chosen.

A set of - keywords which are most representative of

the documents ln,the collection is selected

iii.An algorithm is designed, which given the descrintiOn

of. a document in terms of its -ords will lie able

t

to assign that document to one or more of -the

predeterr4ned set of classesi

research assuanee the presence of a predetermined.. set of

categon &and keywords. It concentrates mainly, on the third,

pint, viz. On the design''of efficienL methods--for aSsigningta

document to one on more categories based on its description:



The problem of automatic document classification has been an

area o research for along timer, bne of the earliest and,most

significait contribution was that of Lunn [18] who showed that

statistical -41-11Y-sis-of the tfords in. a document can. prOvide some

elueS as to its content. This work led- to the development of several

automatic classification methods from the early 1960's to the early

19710r:s,-a number of which will be discussed in.eoneydetail in Chapter

II, The basic approach used by all,these methods is such that each

4

document must be read entirely before it can be assigned to so e

ategory.

This esearch. as a different appro h. The basic

philosophy employed here is based on the premi that it may not be-.

necessary to'e amine a document entirely befdre some indication of

its subject content can be obtained. If documents can besuitably

classified hyexamining only limited portions thereof then consid-.

erahle time and money spent on processing entire documents can be

saved This realizat on has led to the development and implementa or

a basic sequential technique for.automatic document4classification.

In this.method keywords are extracted sequentially from document,

and at each stage a statistical prediction technique is used to

determine whether or not the doc- nt ,can be classified. If not,

then more of-it is read. Details_ofDetails the basic sequential-method,
.

1.

its feasibility and itslimitations .are discussed-in Chapter III.
. _

Specifically, it is pointed out that the basic sequential algorithm



is Insensitive to the occurrence of 'noisy' or inappropriate ke

stematioally assigning document-and lacks the capabilt

more than on, category.

Chapter IV addresseb itself to these two problems and _discusses

need for =a measure which- ill be able to identify, clu ter's.

ilar- keywords., Such a measure, called the Bayesian distance,

-then, defined on a vector space representation of keywords. Chapte V-

explores ,:the possibility'of using the 13.9yesian-distance for the

purposes of automatic document classification. Ieis,shown that-by

Studying, the variation .of its Magnitude' and'direction as keyword

areread:from a docnment,:nOisy words may be isolated and ohisters
. -

of-similar keywords can be,identified. These

-Chapter_JI uses

lusters of similar

-elate the document to different classes.,

the properties of the Bayesian distance to
k.

design a classification technique which is c-ailed the revised

sequential algorithm. This algorittn..operates by st identifying

two groups of Jd.s-the good k---w: set and the noisy keyword

It then.analyze the group of ,good keywords to obtain a

prima* class for a document Chapter VI-I-deals with the'design

. ,

of a method whiCh uses'the Bayesian distance measure to analyze the

keywords contained in the npisy roup.. hese keywords_are

='-that they i dicatp dn additional lass'to-A-thich the document,may
-------

assiped, then .his class is denoted as the secondary class.



Chap VIII' presents a summary -,:t basic _hievements

his reser,,rdh:-and . identifies several nlatedAretts in h eharch :.-.

further r.eeareh cOuld_ .be pursu,ed,;.:



'TEFL:_ II

A'suRyxy OF ApTomnid DOCOMEBT-CLASSIFICATION

_

In the last chapter thepr blem automatie.docukent

cation` 11 introduced as one aspect of the larger problem of automatic

content analysis. Automatic document lassification was defined as

he process of satecategorizing a set of documents by assigning thek to a

a dnabIy: mall number, of subpopulations nor groups. The number of

suCh groups obtained is dictated by the requirementa-Xemanded of the-

designer of the dlassificatien system-. A larger. number will be needed.

When a. very distinction required. between the documents, -

small number suffices when the distinction abed only. be coarse,

combination coarse and fine distinction may be obtained by designing

a hierarchical system and then operating at a suitable level of the

hierarc

This research assumes that the number of subpopulations pr

groups into which a document collection is to be partit4oned is aVailab

Each 'Of tliese groups also r eferred to as a category, denote

distinct uhject are and together they describe the entire area. of

discourse of the total document collection he problem then is,

design methods which will automatically eiamine each document and,

based on its content, design it to One more of these categories.



The classificati then estimated. by comparing the

resnl h those 'obtainer y usingNmanual methods..

In, order that the.° tcorne 'of thiS, search may be- evaluated,
-.===

is.necessary to take. a itical_look at some of the more well known

exiating,antomatic clasdification-,systems. chapter discusses the

advantages and limitations `of these Systems. Since each of the

systems discussed, uses its. oWn definitions and concepts, compa ison

becomes.difficult unleas_a -tandardized aet-,of _definition is used,

The following section attempts'to do briefly.

2 Basit Concep and Definition

Documents: For the purpos
,

of this rebearch.a document will

.considered .to be any item in the form of an abstract an article or

any other coherent body of text. A document data base will be denoted

by the set D -here

represents "a_. collection of documents,

.

CategorieS:. GpienYa.set-of documents the number of groUppin

14.1.ach the-set is to be divided by. the classifi vation-procesais t.

determined. Eac4..:such group.' will be referred.t as ascategory.,.The,A

.

e CateibrieS will be denoted by C The

docUMents contained within each category will be Sufficiently alike in

Eheir,sulject oantent, lustify ignoring the individual differences

betweeni them

16



HeyW rdS: t- was painted ,out in,_Chapter that in order to

achieve:claSsifi ation eaChdooutent-in the set D has-to be'analyzed

for its content land then represented by means of a set of content identi-
\

fiers, c ntent identi fiers,'also eferred to as, attributThese

are: usually a'set'Of distinuihe&words,-phraseS;or-sentences that
. 1

be the complete cif- discourse of the entire demi--
-

_

This research, like most other automatic document

. together desdr

,ment collecti

lassificati methods, uses a. Set

content iden if iers

election .0

distinguished words to act as

These distingu words will be culled ke_ywords.,

appropriate set'of keywcirds is an area of . research -in

its om nigh' and has received a great deal of' attention i

[2,321, T research assumes that

will he d oted" by K

pz;bsen

relationsh

.disoussed

he literature

uch a set -is aVailabl

a given document to

the set_ C defined abo

p-betWeen a keyword and

ater in this Chapter,

, keywords'

d.iscuSs a n

use,or hay
,s4

I

used in these classification methods:

ent,

the starting point,-

her of automatic classi

k ). .Bach keyword I containedm 1
or more of the categories

The exact way in which this

a category is achieved will be

set of categories anda set of

following sections in this chapter
,.a t

icationilethqds that are currently in

been used in the ifast. Basdd on the g

broad groups, viz. 'Iati al ala

l_philosophy

theY have'been-div ded-intotwO.

Ication techniques and lassifi7

on techniques pased on clustering method



pro

sev

'
ical- vietbods of Automatic

The possiblIity

ent Classification

characterizing fhe Subject matter of a

y- means df automatic content analysis Was-recognised

1950's but it, remained a relatively uncharted afreauntillahh

d that, a tatit-icai2. analysis of the words in a document

de some clues as't,o its content.-. After hi_ pioneering wo

1-automatic document classification methods h9ve been develope

tins. from th early 1950.'_ 'td the early 1970's. The basic

inch of all these methods is the same. tachldoc ent that is

111.U. into one of the giv'en cetegorie V is read entirelyto be C

and all the keywords present in it are extracted. Using thee

keyliQrds a prediction flinction is used to relate the document to each
A

'of thecategO

-nature of the

ship between

and similarities will be clarified when-the various methods are

discuseed in-so e detail.in the following sections.

The differences in the various methods lie-in-the

_ .

redictaon fuaction that is used And the way the :relation=

category and a document is computed. These differences

Bayesian

on [191 applied a t tistical method to the

automatic classification which involved:

the dete ination of certain probability relationships

between individual keywords and ct categories and .

(ii) the use of these elationships to predict the .category to

which a document belongs-by using Bayes rule.



The prediction- method that he used was as, fol ows: Giien a set

of egores Ci.,.,C 'and-a docuthent Whileh contains only
i

I
7, I .

bongs,one clue word k. ' the obabi+lity that the d e ent b longs, to

I.each p the categories, is computed.0 flg
4

13(C7ki
p,(c.)q(v./C.)

J ,

Extension to the, base of 'document containing'
-

vas made assuming .keyword independence

(2.1)

than one clue word

.`, For experimentation, purpOse 'n chose 4 0 abstracts of zoMputer

literature published in the IRE Tr nsaetiens on Cie tron c COMputersi..

LMarch 1959. 'He selected 32 categories einually and used 260 of, the )405.

ahstra- as; sample documents from whLeh keyword frequ ncy statistics
were obtained. Using a set of go keywords- he achieved a clAssification.

1accuracy of about 50% over the entire ,=Set !of documents.

The classification techniques't91b6 described in this research bear
4,

resemblance, to Maroprs ethod, in th t the keyword cl frequencies:

calculated using sample documents and the a posteriori probabil

les of the 'classed after a numbe
. ;

f keywords .re read ''and 'computed

using Hayes rule. The basic difference lies in this research

h othesizes that the keywords p ent in a document, need not .b

examined in tote before class

only be read sequentially unto

embershi can be ddtermined, but nee

a d tsion io reached. The

philosbphy 'behind such ential technique will be explicated

in greater detail-in Chapte

,19



Based on M= ix Mani ulation

the publication of MarontsVork, Born [3] deVised

document ,plaSsification based on factor

analysis using Maron's 405,abstraCt4 of Computer literature, By

means of a computer prograM1 counts were made the number of times

each of the 90 keywords occurred ii each of'the documents: 1h a 260

doc ent' sample set. Using this data 0 x 90 keyword correlation

derived'. This matrix was than factor analyzed, as a. 5

Mich 21 subject categories wee identified. A prediction

matrix was

result ,o

techniiie based on the kbyword frequOnc_ in the documents

,

and their factor loadings was developed. 'Suppose T. denotes the
.

number of occurrences of keyword I, in a dgcu , L.A denotes the
J - ,

.

normalized factor loading of keyword 1cfor ategory C. Then a value
i .,------.

.-

is calculated for each category C. as fo

L
1 2i mj

s p.

2.2)

The document is classified in a class,having the highest value

Of F. Using this technique a classification accuracy of about`

48% was obtained'

At about the same time as ,Borko, Williams -PM -ised a

assification technique based on discriminant analy

computing factor loadings, he computed a d:

Instead of

ihant coefficient

for each keyword and category. Using a set of 420 solid state

abstract published by the Cambridge Communications Corporation and

a set of 48 keitrOrds, lie first classified 120 documen

20



thr=ee 6ategories. The frequency of occurrence of a ke ord in each

.

document belong
0 ".

Lising these frequencies two m x m mat ices are comput d as follows:-

matrix whose elements are the pooled with n-category.sum

of aqua res

A- - amatirix-411cYelementsar e the among- category, sumq squ e

13

g to a given category is then empirically obtained.

Suppose now "a documeh contains- words whose mean.01

frequencies aregiven, ..,x

the following form ed:

X

where the coe icients B

equation

s

-2

then a prediction function of_

B
s s (2.3)

are. obtained by s.olving the

(2.4)

-One of the eigenvalues X is chosen- c give the best discrimination

between the categories. The eigenvn for corresponding to this A then

provides the set of coefficients BL, ,B h discriminant score

Obtained from equation iathenthe basis of assigning a test'

uinent to one, of the categories. This method achieved a clas

accuracy-cation of about 75% on the

ifi-
set of 420 solid °state abstracts.

Both the methods discussed

same di advantage. They requi e the inversion of

the coefficients which relate a

set,of Xeywords say 500.these

Rey

methodsbecome impract

thi section

d. .to a

offer from .the

matrices to compute

ategory.

able, More..



specifically, the increase

methods is propor ion to

n storage an4 time required -by these

he square of the number of keywords,

is clear; from this discussion that ethods which

dependent on inverting matrices whosedimensions depend on the size

of the keyword e impractical. The next section discusses a few

methods of claseifiea

with matrices who

ion which essentially deal,

e sizes depend on the number of docume the

collection. These are generally known as clustering technique

2. Automatic Document Clc i `ics.tion Based on Clu terin= Tee ue

The theory of clustering deals with the problem of finding

natural groupings in a

obtained.basd on the

elements. An excellen

et data. Th natural.`groupngs are

ity in the attributes, of the data

description,0 oue clustering techniques

that have evolved over the years can be found ii

And Sneath [24j. In this section

the, book by Sokal

e will discuss the basAn. philosophy

f clUstering and show how i.t has been applied for use

document classification.

The starting point -'or mo

similarity matrix. Let 0

K {k1,

e ing algorithms is the

} be the set of documents.

under consideration.

Eachdocumentd.in 0 is read entirely and all keywords occ

extracted. An nxn mat ix Q is obtained

Q(i,j)

such that

number of keywords occurring in

common between documents'd and d,.
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The similarity matrix.S & now be directly obtained from the matrix

D_ by normalizingnormali ing each of its elements by using a standard similarityr

measure. There are several such measures ha` been used in the

literature and the one to be used for a particular implementation

.depends on-the,User requirements. One that has been used very widely- _ .

the Tanimoto.gimilgrity measure [25] Which is follows S

be f dimensionhin. Then each element S(i

follows:

AS can be seen, this similarity matrix is

calculated as

1in nature

diagonal entries being all equal to unity Therefore during use in

clustering only the upper or the lower ar po tion-of the

matrix needs to be stored.

U- ng at ix an initial set of clusters is

rst-obtained. This is usuallydone by defining a threshold -.

parameter T such that two documents d and 6 are assigned to the

e cluster if excels the value of-T. t is clear that

as Ts -increased two documents shorld haye a greater number of

keywords in commOn eto be placed into the same.cluster.

Sever- al well known methods follow this general procedure.

Their basic Philosophy is to represent each dwum ent as the verte

undirected graph and then find, connectedceMponents in' this

graph. The next section nee. their briefly.

2



2 .1 Document Glusterin

In order thatithis section may be clearly understood some

elementary concepts in graph theory 'need to be defined.

Graph: A graph, G = (V,E),consists of a set of vertice

-each edg
k

v
n

and A set of edges E e such

s identified. with an unordered v. v cf

16

vertices. The rrtices v.,v associated with edge e called

the end vertices of e , oThe edge Is said to be ident to vi

and

sagraph:, A graph g is seid'.to be ,a subgra =h of graph G if all the.

vertices and all the edges of g are

the same--end vertices. in g as in G._

G and each edge of g has

Path: 4 1,5Aiia a finite alternating sequence. of vertices nnd. edges

v. e e
:. : e such that

1
1 2 iiii

vi
n-1 n-1 n,

i) no edge car vertex appears, more than once, in the sequences and

each edge incident with the vertices preceding and

ir
following it in. he sequence.

Connecb.: A graph G is said to be connected if there is at

least one path between every pair of vertices in G.

Cona-h: A graph in 'which there exists an edge between every

pair of vertices is called a-- complete graph.

Each dochment is represented by -.a vertex and there is an edge

between t'o vertices di S(i j) exceeds a threshol d value T,

An aMple is shown in Figure



Using this- representatiOn .Bonner [1] obtains-all the complete

subgraphs of the graph. Each of these subgraphs r epresents a set:,

which belong to one category.,,. Unfortunately, some

graphs Y AVe an exponential _sob of such subgraphs,and, yin that

case, un nothod become's much too tithe conswing



his method is to. obtain the -c nnected subgraphs

instead of the 'complete subgraphs This technique is used by

Van Rigsbergen (26]. This is easier tc do but it results in clu

where the doduments within a cloter are not as closely related as

in Bonner's method.

The-methods discussed in this se

computation of a

require the.

imilarity matrix but also a graph co nneciity.

matrix. As larger a larger document collections are considered

the storage space and computation time quired iherease a

square of the-number of documents in the cdii_ection. -. Even

000 document collectioh, the storage and t ime uired,forthese

methods may becothe prohibitive. Some methods eve a saving

storage space and-computation time by eliminating the need for a

graph-theoretic representation of the similarity matrix..

they use the method of centroids to .assign doCuments into

, -
The feasibility of using such a technique bias

various researchers and the following sect

some of the approaches taken.

Document Clu er h Find/ Centrdlds

clusters.

teen investigatpd.by

briefly discusses

In this technique every document is examined' serially and some

documents are chosen to be;centroids of the clusters the satisfy .

certain c ite ia. For example, Rocchio's m th6a. [21] determines-.

whether a document.should,bethacentrOid of a lister by-testing:.

if there any dOeumen located its



Specifically, a document i

at least n
1

documents

a possible centroid only if there,are

which haVe a similarity

documents which have a similarity of a

document, where
.

n1-- p__
-2,--

varied to obtain a different

of at-least-s and

19

s with the given

d s2 are parameters which can be

number of clusters.

Dattola's method [5] further simplifies this process by

dividing the total document collection into an arbitrary number of

_groups. .Each group.i represented by a centroid whose dimension

equal to the number of keywords in the system.- Each element .of this_

vector iS a quantity` proportional to the frequency of occurrence of

a.k in all documents of the given group. EVery.document in

the collection, each of which is also represented by such a vector,

s now compared with each entroid and reassigned to the group to

which it is the closestf The process is repeated until identical

sets of clusters are obtained in successive iterations.

Both of the above techniques have been Imillemented in the ,

classification phase of the SMART information storage and retrieval

system [23]._ They have been used to cldasify a subset Of aPprOxi-

mately 200 documents from the Cranfield collection M. Results

haV4 indicated that their classification is_is very dependent on the
,-

order in which the_documents e,examined. =iDattola's method, even

though_ it is faster than that of'Rocehio was found. to m.be extremely.

dependent on the nitfal set of clusters that are chosen arbitrarily;

'A" major,disadvantage of both these techniques

Noperations must be performed on the entire document

is that the

collection to



'-biain.satisfaCtory cladsification resultb.. _rpfore, for-a

collection whose size.may change dynamically-,-these methods are

- generally not applieable.

Recently Yu [31] has proposed.a technique Which-alleviates

this problenc,to a certain extent. It is a very-nover approach

because instead of-performing the clusterrng on a

it-is performed on a .sep of user queries. First e representative

set of queries is,obtained These keyword rich_queries are then

set of

clustered using a-standard technique. Each of these query clusters

are now considered -pparataely and veiry. document relevant to all th

es in a given cluster is ret

Thus clusers

and placed in one group;-,

n''.the query space a4e made to induce clusters in

the -docunient .spet.`ce

1 T1

This technique works yell when a data base has associated

with it a representative query set.. Howeve or a document collection

for which no such set exists, it would need considerab Modification.

Limitations of Present ..Classification Methods

The techniques of document classification discussed in the

previous sections are really representative of a wide spectre

Contemporary methods. They are representative in that they

incorporate the same basic philosop derlying the other methods .

each has certain advantages and disadvantages which have been

ed-earlier In ths'section everal m jor- philosophical

points related to these techniques will be noted and it will.be.



outlined how the claSsification algorithmk-d loped in this research

address themselves to these points.

The follawing,observations can he made abou the classification

tecignes that we have discussed.

,,

Techniques which uses. similarity:hatrix are pot practiCal-

for large data bases wing- existing facilities because-of

the .storage spac'e (both co and secondary storage ) °required
#

. ..

to store such a Matrix and' the time required to process

it.

Another disadvantage of using a similarity matrix for

classification is that the entire document set has to

be available before:the classification'process can hs

initiated. In other words,. the document collection

mat be static in nature.'

_i Most of the methods that we have, discussed read each

document of a collection completely befOre attempting

classification. Given a keyword set K = Lk
1

k
2

each,document prior to classification is represented by

imensional vector which depicts the presence or

absence of each,:af the- keywords froM the: set K.

st of the-methods di cu ed work ith a small keyword

et. Each keyword in this set is related to a particular

category in a binary fashion, i.e., it either belongs to

category or it does root. Given a keyword set

K = {k
1.

.-., nd a category pet



C

groups..of 4gywords

the set K

g23

g. contains keywords which-are' ind

C.. If a keyword ki i present in

divided ihto t

g-
t
1. Each group

c at ive of a category

two groups
.gi

and gi

then it iscOnsidered to be equally indicative et classes

and C
1

The developed in this research

philoaop

decision regarding its class-Membership chn-Ve

based On the

ned before

ade. each

regarding

are

an entire document need not be exam

keyword contained in a document examined -information

class Membership iS obtained. After a certain portion of-the

dOcument has bee read newl,teyword extracted from it may give

only margin- nformation about its class membdrship. Aeri this

happens, it may be more efficient to stop reading the document any-

further and clasai it into a category which is ,most appropriate

t that point. In other Words, the 'classification algorithms

developed in this research process the words sequentially in a

succession of stages.

fixed number of keywextracting

Each stage: involves-reading the docuMent and.

If at any stage a decision

-t c be, made- about which class should be assigned to the docoment,

then the process stops; otherwise it continues to the

The motivation behind such a sequential technique. is

early section of Chapte III.

Another major-difference-between the cla

next stage

provided in

cation

"that.have been diacudsedinthin chapter and those developed for



this 'research is in the representation of keywC ds. Instead o

that A keyworkis either indicative of a category or It is not,

each keyword is represented by set of values hic13 essentially

indicate different degrees to which a keywordis related'to a v.

category. More specifically each keyword k is represented by t

probability vAlues'Ipi, p2 p where p, represente the

probability P(k C. ), the probability that a document which:

'belongs td category C will contain keyword ki* Chapter III
.._

.

indicates a method by which these probabilities may be calculeteC-,

Such a representatiortof keywords has led to.thedevelopment

Of a method whieh treats a keywordeas a t -dimensional/probability

vector. A do ument-therefOte can be rtpresented as luster of-

points in a-..t7diriensional vector space. Chapter IV elaborates on

thii concept -and shows how clusters of keywords which relate the

document to different categories may be isolated. It is also

shown how- certain keywords which, mislead the classification algor

into placing a document irba_wrongAcategory can be isolated as



THE.SEQUEliTIAL CEASSIFICATION METHOD

As pointed put in section 2.5 of the previous chaPter, most

clasaification algorithms in use today extract all the concepts ()r-

esent in a document before initiatinvlassification.

All the- conjepts -present in.a docu ent need not always be mefaured

before,its subjectcontent can be determined. This observation

attributes

forms the basis of the sequential classification

be discussed-in this chapter,.

3.1 Se uential Decision Model fOr Pattern Classification

The problem of automatic document classification

to the classical- problemo f, statistical pattern

there

by a

-.Value pa

set of attribute-vat qp pairs.

can b likened

ecognition where

and each category is terized

These characteristiC,attribute-

are 'obtained from a set of training:I-Patterns each of

which is known to belong to a certain category.

arriVes, measurements are made on the

contained in

att

When a test pattern

ibutes or-features

:is test pattern, and based upon these

and a. decision c iterion, it is claasified into ;one, or more of the

existing categories. For the problem of document classification'

the categories are the various subjed aaaaes wh 1describe the



ea of discourse of a collection of documents. The attributes are

keywords present-4n the.document collection and the trainang patterns

are'Preclassified s ple documents from which characteristic keywords

are obtained for the arl.ous'cla es%

With thiS'analogy in mind we can now formulate a basi

sequential docuMent classification techniques based on the theory

of, seqUential pattern recognition of Wald, [27]

ve a set 'of oategorieaC = C,,...

features K = {ki, k;, k} describing these categories.
2

non-Sequent, eX cia ification tpeory N features present in

a test.:wpattern,are observed by the classifier at one stage, This

might prove to be impractical'if the cost of making feature meal

urements is taken_into'consideration. Instead onlytas many features_

may be measured as are needed to classify; the pattern-with a given

classification accurao Besides after a certain'Point more feature

measurements will not necessarily increase classification accurac

A tradeoffbetween the:error of misclassification and.the number of

be obtained by taking e measurement

sequentially and terminating the sequential process when a sufficient

or desirable accuracy is obtained.

I there are two pattern classes C1 and to be recognized,

then at the nth stage of the sequential process, thaf'is, after

th
n feature measurement is made, the classifier computes the

sequential probability ratio given equation 1).



where P
n
(XiC,)

-(X/C- )

PtX/C-4,

represents the multivariate conditional

probability density function P C), arid,
n n

gre the features that have been measured so far,

that When the- end of%the n
th

stage is reached. The An computed

by equation ( .1) is then compared-with-two stopping boundaries A

and B. I rthen the decision isR X and if A B -then the
1 n

decision is X n,FC If B < An < A, then.an additional feature
2

inasurement is' made and the process;; proceeds to the n stage.

The two stopping boundaries are related to themiscla cation-
,

error .probabilities by. equatioAs (3.2) and

A-
e1

2

1-el

where e. is the probability of deciding X C when actually X ft, C

It ha been shown by Wald (27] that the sequential

2)

probability ratio test (SPRT)WOptimal in the caseof two pattern

classes, thatis, for a given e
12 1

and e there. -is no other procedure
2

yielding a smaller average number Of feature measurements than -SNIT.

more than two pattern classes, C C2, . ,,Ct,-a genevalized

sequential probability ratio test (GSPRT) can be devised. This is an

extension of theltwo class e, but the_ optimality property pointed
%



out above no longer hold -Fu [12 ], however,- notes.

cases it can be shown to be close to optimal.

in most

..27

nee again at the n
th

tage the following statistic _ computed

U (X/C.
n

P
n(ic

P (X/C.
= 1, 2,

U (X/C. is then compared with the stopping bond of the.
n

pattern class C. and the decision procedure is to reject the class

from further consideration if

A(C 2, ...

where A(C.) is the stopping boundary for class C At each stage one

or more pattern classes may be rejected from consideration and a new,

r
set of generalized sequential probability ratios may be computed.

pattern classes are rejected sequentially until only one is left 2

which is accepted as the recognized class. In some practical cases,

-however, the number of feature measurements may become extremely

arge and it may become necessary to icate the sequential process

A

. equential ClasOification Technique for Documents
.

As ported out in the previous

classification

recognition problem.

ection the probleM

very similar to the classical pattern -

Given a document collection a number of different

subject areas describing the total area of discourse or the collection

iiidentiffed. Each of these

category. A test document, like

eas denotes n. different

s now examined to



determine the category to which it belongs.

There are, however, several tgtects in which the two applica-

tions differ. The oblem of patern recognition can usually be
u,

formulated by using rigorous mathematical techniques because the

Probability den'hity-functiOns on the feature- Space are usually known

or can be estimated. In the case of document classification such

rigorislacking.The-feetures utilized in the ease of-,pattern

recognition now take the form ofckeywordt. Since keywords represent

ideas and not numerical quantities the decision as to which keywords

subjective. Also in most-cases,best represent any category t

exact probability distributions of keywords over the categories they,

describe cannot be obtained. is seoZion describes a sequential

document classificatiOn procedure which 15 based -`oh the GSPRT outlined'

in the previous section.

As in the case of pattern rec gnit on we have

predetermined items to work with:

category set: {C1 C, ,..., C.O. Each category 1- denotes'S subject

I

and taken together, all theseisubject areas describe the

_complete area of discourse,of the doCument collection. FOr. instance

if one is dealing with a set-of scientific docuMentt, the subject : eas-
e

t be Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, etc.

keyword set: k k 1. iThe t correspond to the attribute
2

set of pattern recognition problem Each keyword present

document relates it to one or/more of the subject areas chosen



, 0

ord category_proability matrix; ,pattern

recognition, prob , after a feature X measure the computation

of the sequential probability ratio test reqUi he availability

of the eqnditional, probability densities f (X/Ci) P (xiqa) P(X/C

In the context of document classification theCare the probabilty

values P(k 13(ki/Ct), wherenow he features'eature are1 epresented

by Instead- of being probability-densities -these:are

discrete probability values calculated from ample documents. -Thus

the matrix, P, shown in Figure 3.1 is required to comput

ability ratios

he prob-

f
each stage Where P(k/C is the probability of

keyword k 'beinpresent in a document which belongs to category Ci.

rC.

C

Figure 3;

1

I- I

1 1

I I

I i_ -
1 i
I 1

1 1

,1 , 1

1 1

I I

4 -4-
I 1 ,_

1 1

I I
-1 1

1 1

1 1

( j }.

j 1
1

1

i 1

_+ -I--

Conditional probability0_ atrix



.The method used to calculate this conditional probability Matrix will

be described later in the chapter. Classification of!a document is

thencerried out.as follow61-.

The document is read' until one or M.0

At each stake, i.e after reading each keyword,one of the

following three decisions is made.

keywords'are_found._

the document is else

categories,

the dodument

ed into one of- the t

termed unclassifiable; or

more of the doumen.t is read because neither

en.

the probability ratio tes

of decisions -a)

bet us turn to a consideration o

and the prediction methods to be used. Suppose we are a.t the n
th

-stage of the sequential process, keywords have been read :'

Wn where, each W is a member of the set.

, km _ The 'probability P(Wl, W2,

the sequence of words W W2:

belongs to category C.1 has to be

W
n
/C ) that

W will be in a document that

calculated This will be computed

by "using the probability-estimate P.N. C ) obtained from the matrix
j

CP discussed earlier Siiice here we are estimating the probability

,of finding e, string of keywords in a document which belongs toa

given category, an issue that should be discussed is,whether or not

the keywordskeywords should_be considered to be - dependent

each othe . The next section briefly addresses t

or independent of



3.2.1 Calculation of P07

The calculation of P(W 4- an be based on the

premise that the keywords are dependeut on each otheA. A predictio

formula which takes into account the dependenc of keywords is

presented in equation (3.6) below It should be noted.here,that th

just one of themany ways in which the effect of keyword_depeude

thay be captured. Using conditional prohab4ities and noting that

P(A,B/C

n
/C ) P(W

isolate any One

equation ( 3 . 6 ) saY

a:documen

term' from the right- hand side

which belongs to category C.

probability thel

and contains the keywords

will also contain keyw rd W.. Since each W-

W. can be any keyword in the net K defined before, this
1-1

'probability has to .be calculated for mi-1 different cases, where m

number of keywords in set K. Considering the complexity of

this task, a simplifying assumption is necessary. Fried [ll].
r

Presenting his classificationmodel simplified-equation (3.6) above

by,assuming-that a keyword is independent of all others that precede

it in the document. A we shall see later, the sequential prObabili

ratio test does not depend on the

of P(W W C
1, '

asumptions of exactly how the calculat o

ade. Hence' if the classification algorithm,-

-performs well pnderthe assumption of keyword independenct, which is



4'1.tk

a worst case assumptioo,

-.dependence:it considered:

should-do.at least as well when keyword

- -

Thus usingthe.assumption that keywords are

32

indeendent:of eachcither we haVe

;w
,w
n
/c

i 1
P W /C

=

3 . 2 . 2 Tr ability Ratio Test and ji121gLizIt121.1Ld.hlr,

'

After the n keywordS W- W
n

have been -e6cland'
2

been calculated at the end.

of tthe,n stag, of-the quential process:, probability ratio test

his to performed-to predict the to which the document

may be assigned. For each j and for each fixed n let Pn
=- Wn

be a prolAbility-diatribUtion over the sequence W1,W2 . Then

for each j this s-iS 6 discrete distribution mn pointsover =:1=

where m is the total number of keywords in set K. A sequential

decision ,rule can then be formulated as in GSPRT, IT. computing the

ratio

P(wl,w24
W )

3.

Fried and his-coworkers[11] addressed themselves to this

problem and formulated the followffigdecision rule.

At the n
th

stage of the sequential process the ratio a. is

C.

computed for each value p ranging .from 1-to t.. Thiv'e. then
4

compared with a predetermined threshold value c. As long as more than
, . .

one a'. is greater than ,.,st
kthe p ces moves on to the n+1., stage.

f at any stage only one ls greater than a and all the other's are



less ti then the process -terminates and the doc ent is

classified in class C. for 'which
3

Is greater than a.

Fried then studied various forms of P* that could. be used

to_ compute the probability ratio.

investigated:

(ii

where P ( C

n n-

n

P

is

mn

n C.

The following forms of, P* *ere
n;

t
P

3=1 n

the apriori probability of.class C
.

C.)P(C.
3

n
given by d

is independert of the kbywords'and depends only on n, age of
.-,

--'

the sequential process'. In their experiments they found that -(iii)

gave the best results in terms of the number of stages that are

st

required by the sequential--proces before .a document can 'be classified.

In thi research the

ng Bayes formula for

derived' as follows.

sequential probability ratio

nonaitional probability,

is computed

Let the keywords that have been read at

here each W. issequential 'process be W

keyword set K = k

stage -o

a member

Let P(C.) be-the a pr- o;i probability

of a class before, any keyword has been read. Then for each class C
j

the probability P(W1,W2,...,WnIC ) can be computed' as before. _Then

the a posteriori probability of class C. after W ,W hasn,
occurred is given by



PCC W

Fcc P (w
.wnic-

iElP(ci) P(wi, ..wn ci)

9

This is the probability that -a document containing keywords W

belongs. to -class 'C .- For simplicity P(C /W1,W2, will be

denoted by a.. The value of a is now compered wish a preset tbeshold] 3

value i, as in the Fried model. Based- on this comparison one of the

following two decisions made:

ti

-In cease;

only one -a then the dociment is classified. in the

corresponding class -C. ;-

f more than one are such that a a, the process
3

stmoves on to the (n-i-1) stage e one more keyword is

reed' if the document dos not contain any more keriordsthen

it is considered unclassifiable.

those classes for which the a 'values are less than the threshold

are deleted from consideratiOn and only the whose values q.re greater

an or equal to the threihold are retained. This is mainly done in the

interest of reducing computation time as will be pointed out in section 3.3

-when mplementation of the sequential technique is discussed.

3 . . The Parameters T and. R

in

probability ratio test is not necessarily

keyw6rd. This in becaUse in many

may be a strong indicator fore d particular class and

the rest of the classes. This might lead to a precipitous' decl

the actual implementation of the sequential method, the

computed after every

the very keyword

poor one

instances



very.early stage in the sequential process.

parameter T.is.introduced such tliat no

To avoid this a.,

ratio is computed and no

decision regarding the classification o a document

35.

made untTil at

least T keywords are read.

Again it might be computationally wastefn2 , depending on

the quality of the keywords-and the nature of the data base, to

compute the a

keywords.- To

after the

valuea after every keyword subsequent to the first T

control this ancither parameter R is introduced so that

st T keywords the a-tests are conducted only after

groups.of R keywords have been ead. At the end of the first

stage of the sequential process, T keywords have been read-, and
-:

at the end f the second tage TI-R.keyw rds- have been ead and so

on until at the end of the nt h stage [T+(n-1)11] keywords have been

read. Depending on the data base und4r.consideration T and R may.

be varied to obtain the desired classification accuracy.

Calculation of-the Conditional Probabilit

As indicated in section 3 2, the sequentidl classification

atrix CP

technique assumes that. the ke' clasd conditional probabilities

are available for all possible.keywo d-class pairs. This is represent d

as a conditional probability matrix.CP, each element of which is the -!--c

plaability:of:a keyword occateing in-4 doCument which belongs to a

particular class We will now conder..how ,

of such a matrix,

Given a set of documents,

calculate the elements

a set of classes Ci,C2,...,Ct, and a

set of keywords lc theproblem is to compute P(ki/Ci



-for each keyword -c

36

ai . To do his, the available documents

are divided into two sets. Called:thezem l evand the test ddtuments.

We assume that 'each- document in the Sample 'set is already-classified
-.

-'into one or more classe manually. KeyWord fi,equenCy tables by

clasSes-ce -then be prepared- using the sample et, bet I-- represent

-the subset the: sample documents associated with class C., and r.--
....

tlenOtc-the -nUmber'of- oodarence,. of keyword
1

document -Thea:

the frequency of keyword.k.
1
given that a document is in class C

f(k C ) =.

a ED
x

These frequencies are Calculated for each keyword and stored in a

frequency :table= Then each element of tie CP matrix is calculated

as follows:

Do)

I.7(kaC

f (k

E C.
s =1 s

where m is the number of keywords For any class C. let

11)

(k ,k = . I denote the set of all keywords that have occurred in
JP _1

least one sample document belonging to class Cj . Then if we

both sides of equation (3.11) over ail: keywo ds present in K

k./C.)



kEK,
J

f k,/C.
-j

C- ) because

for any keyword ki contained in K but not contained n K, f(ki/C

is equal tp:zerO.- Therefore P(k /CJ)=1. Hence the set of

va ues TP.(k
l
/C),...,P(k. /C. is a probability set.

3P

Since during classificht on these, quantities do not change,

they need to be calculated `only. once and stored.

probability of a class C.

the algorithm is calculated as

denoted p(c.
3

P(C'.

Assume `thy

belonging to

is not equal to j

being classified b

k occurs in thi
in

g

m

1=1
f(k.

1

The a priori

:prior to the initiation of

E T.T f k./C
C eC 1-1 y t

Y

a keyword ki oCcu_sronly in sample-documents

ven class° C_

will be zero.

3.13)

Then 'all valUesT(k./C ) such that p
p

Now assume that a test document is

the sequential procedure and at a stage n keyword

document. Let the-n-1 previous-keywords be

denoted by
1_

,k
i

.,ki , then since F(ki ,ki ..,ki
1 -2 n-1. 1 2 n-1

/C )P(k. /C ), thennmerator of equation:(3.9)
11 n-1 P . n P

beccimes zero for all classes C
p

be-cotes 'zero. Thus all classes

tion and C.
3

s chosen as.the co

we-see that the occurrence of

where Henc-
p

e for all p / j

C
P'

p are dropped from considera -

act . class since a >
J

one keyword has lead to

a. Thus.

such drastic

decision, no matter how high the ap values had been before keyword

4



k. occurred. The tua_ion-Would-be even More critical
,

ical if k.:.:1_
.nn

. .

had bAnthe.first_ keyword read. Then the document would have been

,classified after just- one keyword To avoid such predirpitous
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dedisions every zero entry in the CP matrix is replaced'by a small-'

value, smaller -.than all other velues in the matrix: Also, it should

be noted that if-the sample set chosen were larger, then it is highly

probable that the number of non-zero entries in.the CP matrix would

have increased considerably. This small value which replaced every'

P(k./C.)

implication of

calculates the

of probabilities

which equal zero is called the default probability. The

uch a replacreplacement in that equation.(3.9)-which

Values.is now not truly Bayesian because the set

f keywords associated with a given class no longer

sum to unity, as pointed out earlier in this section. Now every

keyword ,is "associated" with every class because: even those that did

not occur in any sample document belonging to that class have a

default probability assigned to them. Obviously the smaller the

value used for this default probability, the closer is equation (3.9

to being truly Bayesian. Whenimplementing the sequential method.

on a digital computer:there is a limit:to how small this value en-be

made. Scaling techniques have been developed to alleviate underflow

problems caused by using very small values of the default probability.

3.4 Stara =e Techni

The CP matrix

ue or the CP Matr -ix

stored:as a hash-table with the 'keyword6 being

the hash keys. Each entry in the table stores the keyword and the

-alsOciated probabilities of the-classes.- This method seems to be



ideally suited for the sequential classification implementation, as

an extensive amount of se

processing time

oiling is required. Tests have shoes that

nsiderably lower for search techniques employing

hashing than sequential or binary searches.

The size-of the hash tables .were designed to-provide a 50-80%

loading factor,which yielded a low:average number of probes of the

table and resulted in few collisions; Day's algorithm [6] was used

to resolve.. polliaions.

It--ight seem that considerable amount of core storage may be

saved by storing the-keyword-frequency table in peripheral storage

such as a disk.- However, i f this

sharply and may become prohibitive.

.- a document, ,the keyword. table has to

Therefore if this table id stored in

may be so high that it

done search time will increase

For every keyword extracted from

her accessed at least once.

16
a disk, the I/O time required

sets the saving obtained in core storage.

3.5 The Stop List

In order to speed up the prooeSs extracting keywords from

a doCument, a stop list of very.commonly occurring words, such as "an ",

"the" "when' etc.

document is fir-

is Maintained. Every word extracted from a

arched in the stop'list. If it is not contained

in the stop list, then the keyword table is searched. Like the

keywOrd list, the-stop-list is also stored as a hash table Since

most words present in ,a document are non- keywords, the probability

extracted word in the stop list is higher than findingfinding an



ord list. If there were no stop list, thdn ihe keyword

table would have to be accessed 'a number of times before it: could be

determined that a given word was not a keyword. ln. general, con sider-,

ably fewer accesses of the top list_would be required to reach

the same decision

list Is advantageous.

This is the main reason why maintaining a stop'

lementation of the, uential ethod..

The basic 'sequential method discu ed in his chapter was

,developed and implemented by White.and coworkers [28]. Detailed

di cus io4ri of its implementation and the results obtained by its

use on various data bases will be7:round in the reference cited Here

we shall present. a few points of Interest about th6 impletentation.

. A flowchart of the sequential methodispresented.inFigure 3.2.

As can be seen in the.flowchart the implementation, aries in one

aspect from the theoretical sequential algorithm. Instead of

retaining all the classes until a decision is made, whenever the a

value ofacla C dropp below the threshold a, it is eliminated from

consideration. This is done in the interest reducing compution

time For each class that is retained, aniextra

division and comparison is required. Besides, classes whose 1:13

values: are less than the-threshold-may cause underflow-problemt-if

they are retained.. Since these classes have low e'1 values it is

very likely that keywords occurring in the document i,n the subsequen-6

stages of the sequential process will haVe default or very low
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probability values 'associated with the

calculation of their

Hencel-during the

values,- the numerator of equation (3.9) will

invalve multiplication of a large-number of.Small quantities and

may cause underfl6w. For systems with a very large number of classed

this might prove to. be a-substantial overhead. Of coup

-

classes were kept until a decision is made, a more accurate decision

should result.

It should be noted here that as a result of this decision to

drop classes whenever,the values fall below the prespecified

threshold a slight change has to be made in the calculation

a priori probability of the classes P(Ci). This was done,

of the

very beginning of he sequential process sing equatiOn (3.13).

Now at each stage of the sequential process when classes

the .a priori probabilities P(C) are ecalculated considering only

the set -of classes 'that.re alai at that,stage,

_The sequential algor

_

dining a total of 500 documents, Each of these documents were

rim: was -applied to he SPIN data base

classified by the Ame

classes of .:a set

itute of Physics (AlP) into one or more

f seven categories. Classification results obtained

by/the sequential algorithm were Compared with those of the AIP to get

an estimate of how well the method has_performed A sample of the

best results obtained-is piiesented in Table 3.1. Several values of the

three-Parameters 'a,-T and R- were used.



:Table 3.1 eriments Varying T and R
with. a = 0.13

NUMBER OF
DOCUKENTS
CLASSIFIED
CORRECTLY

373

375

64

358

NUMBER OF
DOCUMENT
WHICH SATISFY
THE T THRESHOLD

ER OF
DOCUMENTS

READ
CORRECT ENTIRELY

466

466

417

43.7

80.0 55

80.5



Variation of did not produce, significant change
\

in diassifi-

cation accuracy. With an increase ip T, however, an increase in

curacy was obtained.

lAbreased,

This is to be ekpected because as T is

more keywords are read before(any -tests a performed.

This means that more keywords are examined 'before any c asses are

dropped or before. an attempt is made to clessifY.a. document. Hence

precipitous decisions are gVoided. Variationan R.did not produce

significant change inaccuracy. However, T and R are increased,

even though classification accuracy increases, fewer documents are

actually classified,by the algorithm. This is because now fewer

. documents
have:enough ReywOrds to satisfy the T and .Rthresholds

These results will later:be compared. with the resultS obtained by

applying the revised sequential method of Chapter Vito the' same

data base.

Thenext.section takes a critical look at the sequential. algorithm

zd points out some of its limitations. These'form the basis of the

philotophy of the revised sequential method that is discussed

Chapter IV and V.

3.7'Limitations of the Se uential Method.-

In order to understand some of the itatons of:the Sequential.

method, it necessary to look at the most critical step of the

algorithm, viz., the step that calculates the a posteriori probability

of the classes, the a values. Suppose that, at any given stage

of the sequential process, a string of keywords W1,.W2,

52:



have been read from a=document where each W. a member of the

ker d set. K. Then the a posteriori probability for a class

denote6 by ai le calculated as follows

P(Ci )P(Wi/Ci)...P(W/Ci

E P(C ) POI iC

There Iare salient pointq to .note about his'Bayesian tech ni

First, the keywords are treated as-being completely independent, i.
---

the fallowing is assuMedi

.P(tutc'.

14)

P( W C P .P(W
n

C. .15)

ue,-

whereas in fact a more rigorous and accurate t echnique ould be to Use.

the following:'

.,W C. ) = P /C. P(W W W
n

1

k

,A critical look at-eguation (3.16) Shows that in order to consider
. .

keyword dependence, frequences.ofco-dacurrences of words have to be

computed.- Let u

We note that

consider.the calculation of P(W for instance.

P C.,
P(W

2
W C.)

P(W1 /Ci)

7

already available. from p evioui cdlculationa. Therefore,



P(W C. )` has to he-Calculated.-
0

or every sample doeumentthat-.-

'belongs to C., counts would have. to be mad for-the_number-of times,

and W occur together 1 the same document.- The probability is
2

then obtained by dividing this count by the-total count. of the

frequencies of every keyword Pair occurring in clasg C. This has
1

to be done for every possible keyVord pair. :nor-three keyword

de endehcies the amputatio .:becomes even more cumbersome Thus, it

becomes clear from, these two form 'of the same expression and tp*

discussion above that an .assumption -of keyword independencereduces

the computational complexity of the problem immensely,

Besides being cumbersome to compute equation- 1 fails to.

take' into account the entire-dependency of a keyword on every other

keyword that. occurs in a dbcument. In-the.string of keywordt

isW...,Wi--- W, equation 3.16) computes the probability 'tased on

the assumption that the oecurrenhe of W.
1

depends on the keywords

that have preceded it in the document. Therefore the_dependende of

W. on keywords occu
1

The second ma

ring afte'r. it is not captured.

or point._ thetbecause.of the assumed

independence every keywordis effect on th

class ls'directly proportiohal.th

class In other wort

3
vElge for a particular

frequency of occ rence in that

let us- 'assume .tha

moderate probabUiti -class

very ,hit probability p from.

probability being.used

cl ass C_

have three_ keywords of

and one keyword

the default

dendtpd :by d. :Then at the .end of .the.

fourth keyWord the ratio:of the Value =for the two classes



given by:

a P Px -1
a

pLt. d.d

1

Depending on the values of p ,p and p is possible that this
2

ratio is less than unity, .e.,
4

Pl.p2.p3 If this is the case,

then the effect of three keywords,is willified.by that of:a single

keyword If the document actuallyl?elongs to
,

C
Y_

this 18 a desirable-

uation; if it belongs to C then the fourth keyword noieyx

word and should be recognized aS such

From these two observations made above about the sequential

method, one of its majo cks can be described as follows

The s quential method iS unable to isolate inappropriate keywords

from a set of good keywords. As the e :ample-give above the

fourth keyword faith probability'p4 nay be noisy key w rd end shoulder

be rebognized as Uch and not consiered for-the prob

calculations. it-is also obvious that a decision out the pro.
p iateness.of this Iteyword.has to be taken in theYoontezt oftherViiee

keywords which have preiriouslybeen Thu' even hough we .do

not want to have to calculate keyword dependencieilat eacl tage-, we

=

do need:a.measure "closeneds" between keywords. This measure

.should be able is sy keywords from good ones based on-the

distance between keywords. The4ecision regarding which keywords

should be considered as noisy may change as new keywords are read

from the document. A distance measure that does this eetiveW



will` be introduced in the ne>rt/Chapte

Anotheg disadvantage,which_is snot apparent from the.above_.

discussion i that the sequential method lacks the power te, classify
.

documents into more than one class in a systematic fashion. Very

often,-- based on its subject content a doc ent should be classified

into more than one class. ince at al stage of the classification-
.

process, the a values!.. denote the a posteHori probability 'of the

classes at that point, the:sequential-method can use this nforMation

=

to ass dOcUment to a second cies Let us say that w haVe a,

three-class problem, i.e an incoming document may be clqvified in

classes C s or -C At the point of classification let the a posteriori

probabilities be given by al , where we will assume without loss

of generality that Classes C
'

and.0 are ordered s Bch that

a being the ;preset threshold level. .'. 'he primary - class is of.course

but hoW about secondary, class

eral very simple ,minded. techniques to 4tain. a

secondary class at this-stage. Since a5a we May dedide to denote

as a secondary class. Nowever, this technique will obtain a

secondary classification in every case i espective of whether or

not it is
,

approp ate to assign such a clan. Even thougf. and a

each might be very small, ore of them ill always be chosen as a

secondary cla

% , One way to handle this probleM t& to requir a, hould be
,=-

0 g
comparable to a1 This can be,doneby mean of a ratio test



ii) if the ratio exceeds a predetermined threshold a then

denote C a a ,secondarY Class.

-Arian of the rat-
.. test where the correlation coefficient between-

i ..:

the primary and the secondary class is taken into
...

account .was -actually impleMentea in thesegnential method by White

and coworkers [28]. A secondary class would be obtained only if, in'

addition to satisfying the o test, the correlation coefficien

hetWeen .the two classes were higher tban a given threthold

rationale behind this method can be explained

-.assume that classes

follows.

and C
2

are the possible choices fo

The

a primary

and secondary class respectively. Then a Venn diagram representation-
.

of the keywords belonging to these classes can be portrayed,by

Fi Region representiewords which exclusively belong to, cla
Cl, egionjl represents Wordsnone-defaultwhiCh'have none- default probability

values for!bothclaSseS C1 and -C2, and region III represents words.whi h

belong exclusively to class C2. Let nion and n3 be equal to the

number of keywaras in regions I, and-III respectively. :Then the

correlation aoefficient between classes C, and-C
2

is calculated as

Ps C n2
n- .19)



Figure sentation or orrelation Between Two Clas
Y

If the value of p is hih4tthen it is likely that a -even

y belong to both these classes If, , however , n,

and n
1

and n_

such a' case

-.

though a doe
- -

are thigh,. then (C1, will have a small value

-ill never:be assigned as a secondary class ,even

may contain ketwOrds. oeCur-
,

rrom region- III;

ThIs -suggests that.. instead of using _A- correlation measure; a

ethod should be devised which will' be able to separate groups
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-ords occurring from regions I and III and analyse theM eparately

'to obtain primary and pecondary caslsea.-; The addresse
the problem of isolating noisy keywords and identifying clusters

similar keywords. It defines a distance measwe, called the

Bayesian-distance and shpws. how its" `properties can be utilized to

design a technique for andling these problems.



TEAR IV

THE HAYE IAN .DISTANCE

The sequential method that has been described; in Chapter. III

ast and fairly accurate ethod for document-classification

However, in'- section .7 where some of its limitations werenoted,,,

it was pointecrout how

the occurrenc

e seqUtntial ethod may be vulnerable to

is .to achievenoisy.keywords and how,it-fa
= .

secondly: classification in a systematic-fashion. It was shown

that appropriate. distance measure could be deffnea, th

noisy keywords could be -Isolated and clusters of similar keywords

cold be identified. These keywords could then be analyzed. to

obtain _primary and secOnddry &lasses for a doe- ent. ,,This chapter

defines Such a distand easure and outlines'some of its proPerties.

ere this is done, howtver some equired concepts definda

Good'Keyword - noted in Chapter III that a keyword has an

associated of probabilities represented
[91' p2,

If it, occ
i

in s. document then the quantity p which denotei

p(k, C measures the strength with which this keyword related the

document to class Suppose u document belongs to class C Then.

52
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keyword ki contained in this document is a good keyword if p

greater than or equal to any of the other probability values associated'

with k

Noisy Keyword:' Referring to the discussion above, keyword k, in a

noisy keyword i there exists. probability values associated with :k

which are greater

Erip_-_'araspes: Very oten, based on its subjec.

.

contents _a document may be classified into more than one.elass s

and C if this is the case then this.documert should 'cOntain

eYwoid' which are. indicative of both class C: and C

happen in three

The-document-may contain a. groupofAikeyworda

may

,k
n

such that their probabilitY..cOMpOnents.

Tor. and C.: are predominantly higher than-for the

other classes =

(ii) The document may contain groups of keyword

} and ,k .,k } such thatnl. J2

the first group is a set,of good keywordsfor class

Ci and the second group. is a set Of good keywords

for class C

The-document may cont.n.keywords which fit into both

categories ( Based on an analysis 'of

these keywords it may be determined that the document
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should be-classified into both C,
1 A::

ywords are more indicative of C. than of .C- then

is denoted as the aistaly class and Cj as =the

secondary class.

This chapter, deals with the definition a measure which .is

able to ,isolate _groups of words which are-similar in nature in the

sense that\ords in the 'same group are all indicative- of a p icular

class. More-specifically, a distance function is defined which is
=

able o isolat e not s keywords fro 'bile g od keywOrds and discard =

the noisy ones from consideragon, le. obtaining a primary class=

Noisy keywords so isolated may, then.be analyzed to determine whether

they indicate the fact that thedocument may be assigned secondary

class.

This distance measure, called the Bayesian distanceOlas been

defined on a t-dimensional vector space which may be used to

represent.keywords. The next section-diScU -es such a representation.

4.1 Vector RepresentatiOft of Keywords

The keyword set representation for the .sequential method

consists of.a.matrix.of conditional probabilities. Each of these

probability values represents ical measure of the extent to

which a keyword describes a particular class. This matrix, referred'

to as the conditional probability matrix CP, was introduced

(

'on .2 of the previous chapter.



If a row corresponding to keirword k1.

mot x the following is obtained -

where

- -
isolated from. t

55

As the seQuen 1 method reads documents and ex acts keywords,;

it uses only these probabilities associated with a

-
;ate ;values for,the set of classes. Therefore, the

purposes of classification, a keyword d can be'represented by

t-dim _ ional vectdr. Two words, even:though they distinct,

-- 0
will_h e the same = effect as far as the probability ,calculations

are concerned if the probability vectors associated 1.4th them are

the same., By the same token, two words with unequal probability

veottairs ill have different

alculations.

ef!ects in the a:posteriori probability

A keyword therefore tre represent 4d as a point in a

t-dimensional yector_'space.where each component of suCh a' vector

a number ,-
between zero and unity. Hence, a document which contains

several such keyworda
Ican'be-reoresented as a collection of points

in this space:. The next section elaborates on this idea.

4.2 VectorSpace Repreaentation of Document_

A document, for the purposes of classification, Is a group

ywords ik k
2

k } As noted earlier',
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keywords can be represented as a point in a t-dimensional space and

unship between, each keyword can be studied. For the sakethe'rela

of simplici y let us consider a 3-

has a total. cif

spate may be visualized as

this three-class situation,

case and a doament that

even keywords These seven points in a -dimension

hown-in Suppoe that

e to represent evey keyword in-

the system, i.e.., the complete set of keywords K =
1'

k
'

k 1,b 2

this j- dimensional space. Each keyword k.
1
will have do associated

probability vector of.,the forth:

[Pi, P, P3] .

keYwords,Then three. istinct groups

(i

than

epresents all keywords for which pi

the defaultrprobability

presents all kelfords for which p_ is

than the default probability value.

ii) G3 represents all keywords for which. p
3

is

than the default-probabiIity value.

A keyworddepending on its probability components may belong to:

any one, any-two or all three of these groups.' In Figure 4.1,.

G
1!

G
2'

and G have been drawn to represent these groups.

Looking at at the fig

ument belongs t

totally Or parti41y'repre



Figure. b.1. Vector Space Repr esentation of d 0- m ent

these keywords are indicative of class _C1 becauae, they have'. non

. default probability component for that class. They can be said to

form a cluster of similar words, Assumiag .that the document, does

belong -to class C k and k are de initei ''noisy' d b use1, 6 _ are -y y wore e

they haVe default probability values.for class Cl, and- are m

indicativeindica.tive.of classes C and C respectively: In other words



d

and k
5

are more similar to each other than they are tc k

If this fabt coula be recognized dUring classification

then k, snd k could be discarded. from consideration while obtaining

a primary class

58

As another example , instead of having rune group-of-sitail

keywords a- representation of the given 'document

hewn

be of e form

ire 4.2. Here notice that two distinct clusters of
=

keywords occur. The firdt group, denoted-.by l,. has keywords which

e exdlusively indidative of class C . These may be used. to
, 1

obtain a 'primary els. Group II contains .Words which have non

default probability components for class C2, andamay be used to

`obtain a secondary class Again, _i.litively.we can see that wo ds

.

in group are Similar to each other and dissimil frbm'words in

group. II. -A.measure capable''of isolating nu.cb igroups Q e

lad-achieffeprimary and secondary clasa Leation.

4. CoriVentional Distance Meas

The di ion in the previous section has .pointed but'the
.

need for a similarity or distance measure which will be.able to

isolate noisy keywords and identify groups of simi

this section e discuss some of e conventional distance tree,

that :hes been used to compute ity between.keywords

V also shown why these measures are _adequa:(e to handle the two

requirements mentioned above, thereby establishing the need for a

distance measure.



One-tf the .arliest Measures used is the vectors correlation.

measure [22J defined for binary vectors. Suppose v and :w are

t- dimensional binary vectors, then the correlation r between the

vectors ie given by



.This measure range 0 to _t and its size depends-on'-the number

_ P
of -matching-nonzero ppOilerties in'both Vector6..;

this jmeasure for -ur"problem, the iceyword.

vectors -would, ye-to- be ffonverted to binary vectors by defining ,a

threshold. value. This might prove to be very wasteful of.infornlation

Anoth r disadvantage is that this -measure indicates -only the similarity
.

and 'not -the dis=si lity between two vectors. For instance, the

two vector pairs.

-and

have

different.

0

1, 1, 0,

W. M ; 7

-mss

y g lue e hough- they are considerabl

A more comprehensive neasure. is the bosine correlation measure

[ ]. This hats n used in many systems.and specifics y in 'the

SMART retrieval syst-ern. This --messui-e has! geonietrics.1 -interpretation, .

viz., if. v and w:are two vectors, then the cosine measure computes

the wane of the angle, between these' two, vector&

..
,I1 Ityl

where t the scalar product of the two vectors and.

the denominator is the iroduct of their' magnitudes problem

-(4.2



equires that _if_two_ keyword_vec e r h r_the_-s

boundary they ahould,be "cl er" to each other than two vectors'.

which lie in differerit classes, even. though the angle ubtended
, .

betwee the same. The cosJre measure fails to achieve thi

, Another e e that has been generally Used to the

distance between. points 1 at vect or 'space is the Euclid? ndiata _

sure. Suppose we ha `et two keyword vectors

when the Eholidearf

D

P1

[qv,

arc e

P.
1
7

=1:

such a measure inadequate for our purposes ie be illustrated

by 'an -ample% Suppose we have two keywords and k with as"sociated

vectors

between these vectors

(43)

h vectors

7, co., 0.01]

[o.2, 0.02, 0.01]

If instead, we had two keywords k nd k4

[0.6I 0.41'; 0.01]

[0..01 ],1

0
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suppose now that the a posteriori probabilities,

values, for classes C C are calculated using key

a
'

di k ndividually,:,'using equation (3.9) of the e r)3

We assume t that the a priori probabilities of the cid dS-19ree4t e

same. These #c values are shown in Table 4.1. :See otrit 1

values in Table 4.1 that kl and k2 are both more h ndiC, re

of class Cl than the other classes. On the other

points ,toward class C
'

and k is clearly indica ve24
C3. TherefOre,.our requirements of a; distante nand

ki and k be identified as being closer' each than

and k4. The Euclidean distance measure fails to do

lowing section defines the Bayesian, distance whichno o

colSidersthe tagnitudes-W each probability component, ,of

but also nformation,about how a keyword is related to gtiren class.

4.4 Definition of the Bayesi _Distante

Suppose a doCument is to be classified into one class of.a

set of glasses Cl C2,. ..., C 1A. ven 4ge of the sequential

process, suppose have reed keywords kl, k2, k
1.

Then the

a pos probabilitiee of each of these classes is denoted by

C /k1,

this will e

keywofdi

k.), where j varies fro lAo . For simplicity

as y where y denotes'the occurrence of

The- the a posteriori probabilities of all the

classes after-obserVat n:y can be represented by the following yea

(C /y:;) tP(C1/5r P(Ct 3) 1.:

70
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Table 4.

0.025'

7',X15

0.045

0.025

It can be noted here that P(Q. /Y) is 'si ply ihe,a Ooaute by

equation (3 9) tthe preVious chapter after keywords k to k.
1 1

have been read.

Definition: The IEQ's1JILETI.on the probability dp

set of.olasses after an observation y i.e.,' after i! keywords have

and. Dir

t
E=1P C= y

J=1

probability after i keywords have been read.



At this point, before_noting____the_us ulness-of-the-Bayesia

diStance measuxe fdr the purpose of ciassif cation, it is worthifhile

to explore itst3 relations th somecconceptS of interest in

classification then;

71.0

Classification Erro

Since we are using ,;the aye Pditional probability relation

4

to Main the a posteriori .proba th 1,asses at each

stage, It e*prA:s'attj 6 ication'

error, At th6 of Class ication' let th a. posteriori probabil--
-q.

ities be: y P(C PkC is the class
chosn, -then the error assifi on 1 given- by

The error E will obviously-be a minimum

that its a posteriori probability is higher -than all the others.

17

class.0 SU

es the classification error aft* observation y,
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4 [max{F(C /yl a Q.E.D.
jel

This shows that. the magnitude of the Bayesian distance forma

an upper, bound on..the classification error at any stage of the

Sequential process,

6 Information Theor-etic

BesideW th jail distance measure whi_dh is being proposed

re of the Value of a KeywOrd

,...,in this researc g AAX y r'

pattern re ognition h fxe related-
:Some, of Wiese may e ada .. p a

es in the theory of

scification error.=

document.- classification.

One such measuee is the info_ t measure of the value

of a feature measurement. This can be adapted to-the, problem o

documqflt 1 s ification as fllours.

-any keywords are read, the a priori probabilities of

the classes are.

{P(c

The entropy of this prabability_ distribution is given by

A

H = E P(c.j log
P-(c

Ater a keyword has been read and the a posteriori probabil ies

lcUlated-using Bayes relationship the new entropy HT may be

calculated.-as above. Therefore the reduction in uncertainty -.in

9,



night-c-laas-is e..measure of the amount of info

given by this keyword.. It is given by equation

= .

given H the .lower the value- o

the information given by the keyword.t can. be shown that, for a

2-class probleiner H'.

entropy measure also 'orms

cation. However,

Thus, like the,Ba.yesiin distance, the

an upper bound-on the -error of

be proven that, the magnitude of the

Bayesian disance forms a tighter upper bound than the en

measure .

Consider two classes and Let Pi repre5'ent the prob,,

ability of class C
1

at any

of class C

then 1 - is the probability

We can then. compute-the.values of sclassificatipp

PE, the Bayesian distance bound, Mag(i ), and

H', for various values of Pi -Table-the entropy bound,

presents, these quantitiVs at five different values 6f-,P and 'Figure

4.3, representa them graphically. These upper- bcpnds have been

demonstrated for a:two class problem. It 'can be proven that 'as the

number of classes increases, the quality of the Bayesian distance

appro ting functiOn- -to the classification error

' degrade very much.'

Appendix A.

stated asp a thborem and proven in,

74



0.25 0..50 0.307 0.406

0.5 0.500 0.500 0.500

0/15 0.250 0.307..: 0 406



Use of Ba esian Distance' in Classification

'flIn the previous sections a definition of Bayesian distance

been-given:and some o .its properties with respect to classifi-

cation theory have been studied. In this- seetion-i- will'be shown

why the Bayeslan distance is an appropriate tool.to handle the-

problems that have been outlined,

Twe of the. re ire a nts of a distance measure used for

purposes of classi a ion re been identified as

_) the distance e should be/able-to isolate not

keywords, Arid _

ii) it should be able to identity clusters of similar-

words or words that are predominantly-indicative of

ene clasS.

SuppoSe a- eyword It has been read from.a documpnt.- Then'
1

posteriori probabilities of each of the classes PIC ), istgiven by

the values that are calculated at each stage o1 -the seqUential

process.- Let-the-seto 1r luesbe denoted by_

A

Let I represent theindex se 1, 'it is. the'highest

a value at this.point, then the magnitude and dire
E

Bayesian distance _D given by

Hag(
S

on of the

8
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I

I

We note that I g 1 the tm or the, urea ' of -a se numbers

whieh sum to unity. < Let x = x2,

The sum of the squares is then given by

denote such a set.

cI

Let x be such that xi > x where.x
1

now increased by

a quantity t and the other x awe,decreased in any desired way. such

that we have L new set -n erS

where

=
jCI

Then the new sum of squares is given by

S = Y)

Then S i great than S
x

. A pro this ct will be given in

Appendix B

Therefor Such that

t

E

then an increaseincreasenl, will increase the value of without

changing Dir(,i ). It should be noted here that this sufficient.

condition and not necessary one

Since he highest a value,

component 131 of the vector etas

mplies that probability

keyword k higher
1



he ether coMponents.o the vect Therefore if the-docutent

does indeed belong to cla
'

hen k
1

od ke

Now suppose a keyword k
2

is read Wide as an :associated

pr babilit Vector as follows

k:

more highly indicative-1)f Class
.

than the.
.

keywor k is al

other classes, theh the. component will be 'higher h the other
ql

ponents The new set of ce# values is given by

The new Bayesian distance is

Mag

slue of Mag-

exceeds a1, But an inertia

keyword k the confidenbe

-The-

E

B 6

Dir(2) ='1..

will be greater than:Mag(1)

. means 'that With the occi

class. C
1
-being the correct

inoreased. Therefore k can be considered to be a good

instead Mag(2) decreases or the direction changes., k
2

eof

ass has

keywOrd.:

identified as a noisy ord in relation to k and hence isolated,

Thus at each stage of the sequential process, depending on the

-nature of variation of the Bayesian distance magnitude and-direction,

a keyword can be labeled as either good or noisy. The good keywords

be analyzed to obtain a-primary class, and the noisy

ywords, which are noisy with respect to this primary class, can



be azalyzed.to yield a-possible.sepondary Class.

'fie proVideS an experimental'verification or

the claim p_Lmade in this section. 'Also the fact that the Bayesian.-

distanc magnitude increases with t he occurrence good keyword

will be proved rigorously tor.e three class probleM Finally it

will be shown how the good aM hoUy keywords can be effectively

eparatd and analyzed to yield 'Primary and secondary

g

79
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-.CHAPTEt -V

APPLICATION OF THE BAYESIAN DISTANCE

the la

rd space

chapter the con etl of a distance measure on the

s
. a

introduced. eci 'distance measure, called

the Bayesian distance,

respect to classif ion thed6 were investigated.igated. In th.i.s chapter

the use, of the t = ian di tance for, the purpose of doe

udied.'
,
0-

es' and directs

.idus -patter

a.
the vary

in be shown that by

distance With ke

co

noting

ns the.Bayeai P.

respond to,no.iy,woFds an

made between ideal and n

experitental

gbod Words. Also, a distinction can

iddi docuMen
_ A

esults of he..

ti

erification of several hypotheses will to presented

thematical justification'mill b!igiven.

5:1 _Variation of_ Bayesiari Distance with Keywords

n ordcr 'to test the validity

distance and-ho it mill perform in

he concept of tayesian,

e of an actual data

ed.-on the SPIN:data.base-

o note the variation Of the

base a ;set cif experiments was c

The purpose of the experiments

magnitude and direction of the l ayesiun distan ith each keyword



41,

read from a given- cent..

h the characteristic axe. -detElj.ls describing the SPIN.

,

data base are described in[28], the basic root classes of SPIN ape

4
reproduced here_ ease in.understanding the results obtained.

,-.

Each-document in SPIN may be classified ]Tito one or:. mere 0-f4he seven
F t

asses listed in Table 5.1. A-numerical: e e, which will be

referencedlater in' ;chi's chat'e is indicated in parentheses.

Table,
Spin

I Root Classes

'CLASSIFICATION
CODE DESCRIPTION

(0) _General'.

High energy and nuclear p

.Atoms moleules, and chemical phypies

.Fluids and plasma

Solid state ThYsics,'

Acoustics, optics, and pros-
disciplinry.physice

'"Astronpty and astrephy462

Eac document read entirely and a litit of all the keywgrds
4:

nt was -ed*Let.this..11.6t be



where W is the-i eyword occurring in.the document. Each!

W is a em be- of the keyword set K and hasan associated prOahili

vector of the for

Let etent the .11.,poserier probabilities of the classes.
.

,

after-
.th

keyword In Chapter III, methods.. for theirthe

calculation were discussed, The Bayesian distance. (DB ) magnitude
.

.idiection are calculated using these ai
j
values.- Let Mag(i)

-. -

denote the magnitud e and Dir 'denote the. direction of D. after the
B

.th
i keyword W. s pr cessed. Then

Mag4 (.1
=

and Di the index"o the highest c value. Mag(i ) and Dir(i)

are calculated for-eacii value of rangranging from:1 to Before e-the

results hese experiments are reported Several terms need tctl:;be.

cleaned. The definitions -o good keyword and noisy keymbrd -given

in .Chapter IV-, are repeated here for c n Y!

Good jeywrord wring the process of classifiation'a k ord is

cnsiderec to be a _good kywrord 'highest probability component

belongs le claps-to which thedocument belongs "ID this, case

the keyword relates .the document the,indicated class more` highly

than other'r as's .

Noa s K ywro r process, of lassi a o keyword .is



, -

considered to15613211UsymEci ifits highest probability component'

points to a class other than a class to whin b the document belongs.

-Ideal Dpcument:
--

document considered-to be,ideal

keyword contained in is,' -good:

every

Non-Ideal Documen A c ent-is considered to be non-:ideal

he
. ...,

. _,.
is at least one: keyword, in it which is no

t'shouId be noted here that theae.il_ P;r9P4PPose that

the.clast t hich a document belongs is knowh. .rin g clas

Until the
however the class membership cif a doUment is not known

end of the sequentialprocess.. A keyword that 91iextracied ffp,

document at each step of'this process is tagged as-either good or

noisy.- This ,Jecisioa depends on_lr on the keywords that .have preceded.

this partiCular keyword, and may change as more of t ocument

examined, This point ia arified,Iater in the qhapter.

Based on: these concepts and on the results of the.Bayesian
,,_..,.

, -
-

distance values, the complete set of documen waedividedinto a

set of ideal d9cuments and a set of non-ideal Ones. documerkte

from each set were obtained and examine separatelY to:study the

nature f the variation Of Bayesian di nceiwith keywOrds.

5.2 Analysis Of Ideal Dochments

Twenty documents were

A

slected-from the set of ideal documents
,

.for etailed study. In Ell cases the b nmagnitude increases with..



the number of keywords read Until it reachea or closely approaches

a value.Of unity, tile direction being constant over the' entire
.

ge. This phenomenon is -illustrated: n Figure 5:1- This -fact

e util

and classi

The* fact

will be d

zed to recognize documents which are ideal in, nature

them into 's. class designated by the direction of D

,
such- a Situation on can also occur for non,d_deal documents

ssed later.

The nature of the variation of the _agnitude of D_ has been
B

utilized to design a classifier which searches fOr such a pattern in

e Hayesian distances obtained by processing. the-keywords in a

document, Figure

"approaches thc valUe

-tude dr D y stage of the seLue

5.1 illustrates ho

f unity over

curve gradual-y

of keywords. The

o e

set of a values fa a
'

cimputed at
2

-only 'way that the magnitude can assume value

of these a is unity and the rest are all zero.

es-

n-i-

depends on the

at -stage. e

unity'

Supppge

s. one

n keywords

' nI have been-reg.d. Withbut loss of generality, let

us assume that eachaeyliord'W-hsAs an associated probability vector,.

of the ram where,d is the de atilt Drobabilit

value. Hence, each of t iese keywords is-. strongly indicative of c ss

if

. _

the _a values 'are computed .using these n keywords. then the

value of is,given.by

4





Each he othe-_

it

.2

i=1
-1

values. is given by

P-W

N p -1)d
i=1

f
Becau , as more and niare keyword§:of the same form are

5Y-

ia'-,

essed, cci approaches unity and the other a ' approach zero.
-

-. . ,_

epreticalIp, however, never'.reaches .8. Value 'of-unity. The

Aagnitude of I) ich. iven by

=
=1

aperoachesa value of unity a .Theee

.can- made as. close_ to unity as. sire w processing umOr ch
.

_

good eyyords.% In Dructiee-this is.,not feasible because doe L.

have limtted number of keycrords . B if as large numb

orda is read rder make= Bayes an distance magnitude v

close to unity, the entire, purpose of

been lost

A practical implementa+ion efor

. .

uential. teehxiique has

definitign

of wo rara.rneter tone is the number cif e fords h need to be
.

- . , ,..

examined before a decision can be.made, This mac e -will-te

m.&

.-,
denoted y Q. The other is a parE,-, other

and will be= dendied In 1°0

the saturation value

t a document may be elassifiEd,t.



a

m agnitude b D9 after Q good keywords ar proceSsed should be

star t or equal to It was pointed out in Chapter IV tha_
. , . . .

the Di _nitu- fore an upper bound on tile ror of cassifcation,
. ,. ,

_

l'. i
'.: .' --

S represents a confidence level% The higher the value of-Se

-

greater is the confidence that the document' belOndk to theciass
.

. ..

iVan'.by the ;ndekof-Di.:

F-J
givens ata.bse by talving s tplts of ideal docdmenta and an

. A
Baye sian st e patterns . h expei:iments have been,

These two parameters can be determined experimentally for

or the 6PIN base acid tfie resnis'are resented
-- ,

fir ..,,$

the' 20 idealr'ataumin selected. for detailed stud., Be b

yaing

.
ndlicted

e

= -results are 6,nalyzed, however, an ther imporiant' statistic

be mentiOned,-i.e the initial value of the Bdyesian

distance f Lel us denote this by pi . ,phis f itial value B reflects--
1

the gouty of the fi 1c$ word and for an ideal document all of
.

whose rtywords have pred'emine:ntly high probability ,Values-;-for single

_..., 1 .

class, -ow higher the B
1

value _the fasper Will .-CAe ,Aalres diStanoe
.

.

_.the isaturation threshold, a,In practical'al ilar,_emantatfOli toe
. . ,-

, . .

-----,.paratete Q can be changed based.' on tie value of B If A is lout,

Q ca. b creased beg more k- cords will, be e uired to

the saturation thrfth

L

, -
This is.iClarified in-the diseusaion which

a

Its`
.The documents _:Tabl:"' have : 11 , date IA ace d7 ordei

,,,, -

-

aM4



--

NO .- .0.Y .
f

INITIAL : kEYWORDS
OOUN NT _ VALUE. OF REQUIRED FOR SP N

NUMBER.,/ D
P

(B EATLFRATION CATEGORY
1.

0.353
0.389 .

0.52E'
,

= 0.52-

0.462
-t

8 0.649
a 0.550

10 0.737
11 0:757
1Z., 0,798 2 ,

1 0 ,92 3

i4- 0:923
-..-.t.

0.953 -2.

0.967 0

17 0.970 a

19 0.985. 2

20 _______Al.41_, 1



,according t kche .value of BI* The third column in _able ives
'1-

the number of keywords that are read before the,. - . .. magnitude of the D

exdeeds or equals the valug of the ParaMeteiS'. For the results -.

given in Table, 5.2 axe turation value of '0.99 was asserted. As can
'- -

"I- .--

be seen from _the table, higher Alue of -B requires , ire generrl,, 1
4 -

that .a greater number of keywgrAs Ire "read before _ turation is'

obtained ether words, the ar'ameter 1.5.buld Vary- recording

to
.."

.p

.171

the valUe o_ In order to study, the variation of this .I' 1 r .0 A

par eter, the range of B for ttlie ideal- documents was .divided

into fo intervalS. Experlpents were eonduct4 to 616t:gti Amt, a

number of keywords, required to .reach. n oration in each o
intervals The results presented inTable 50- show,thatin, Table

,..1 -

lower, a pig er average number of' kepfords are read. before 'th 'sdtur
.

-.- ---...

-

can beion .value is reached, - _During classification/therefore,
/

used to determine the 'valnel Of the
r

Analrqi et Id al DOtuments

As ire the case o deal -doe- , 20. now-ideal- uMents
-._

. .

select 4. random and 4411r.z0d. h docents e such thi at each

. ne. them Contains (fa lea one noisy, keyyord. For clarity. of4
4g73

pr e s ent at ion. only a s set of the cults obtained is shown in
-., -

Table 5 . 4 the columns. f Table T the first valUn'.rePresents
. ,.

thethe magnitu ak of 0- . and, the_second_yalue denotes -its 'dix;ection. theB

direction corresponds 'to a numerical- index. (Iasi' ned to each

tegori.es which was-identi ed' in Tabl 4 ti The-noi41- key orda



ft Table 5.3 Experiment.

Intervals o

:

7,0=9)

0)



Table 5. Ahalysisof'Noisy Document

SPIN,

-77-7-777T7C S:
PO1

.4*
-..44e.



-are underlined for ease in identification. s can be seen from the

data, the occurrence 'of a noisy keyword i ke a change in

magnitude _or direction or both in the- Baye

general nature, of this variation can be studi

ending.upon whether: only th- magnitude

and-direction change.

. This firdt type is in Figure 5.2', case the

distance values.- The

ntiying two cases

r both magn tude.

occurrende of a noisy keyword is marked by a decrease in magnitude,

the direction" the carne. After the noisy keyWord,the

Magnitude as increases - stating from the following keyword and

:-reaches saturation as in the case, of an ideal document,. This

situation depicted by documents and,4 in Table 1%4. The sec nd.

keyword in n-document i is a noisy keyw and hen the magnitude

drops from 0-.880 to 0,803. When the third nd thefdurth keyworda
2

are processed, the mag_ d increase from '0/803 to 0..999,' and-
,

can both be identified as good keywords-. For -document 1t,. the same

enomenon is 'observed except that the Ipcond: and-fifth keywords)

"both noi

Another effect-v by'. the occurren a noisy keyword-ls

the change in the direction of the Bayesian dis ance. Here the.

noisy rreyw rds .a0 so, strongly; biased towards a ut'ong class that a

change 1n3 direction.-occ s i espectl e __the nature of the`
- .

. ,h.. . .. .

in magnitude.i This AituAtio 1- is depicted by docUme ,

'

.

i
1n

-Table. 5.4. In documen t.'3 thy third keyword is very s rongly
..-_.

_,

,





dicaqve of class Cif As a result even though-the first keyword

-was -strongly indicative of class C the direction changes after the
3'e .

-third_keyword can__therefore be isolated as a noisy

kezrw-o-itd. in relation to the first keyword. In document 5 ,after the

second keyword, is ,processed, the direction changes

hce- it is .conSidered to be noisy in relation to

he difference.betmeen t

the

case and the" situation.

is that hei-e the fiilst keyword was

cchangeindicative_ Cif class-
i.

r

irl

ne

a occurred even

indicative of class. C

riot

directi

if the second keywor

causing_, the

C

arst keyWord.

ed by

rongly.

ro

e-no

tQ

-very

be designed 'rich will detect such variationti

n, -apclextract the ke-y-wordq&ehno

'Tries keywords may then be identified'as -n y

ale for _

-

rel ion to the class. cutren. 1 n Corrsideraltion And discai-de

- 42;

An eft ien educe or int' enting such to hnique wit be-

disc e in- the. next chapter. next Section
s

artly -*tuitive and, partly mathematical ex ation

e-ptie m na observed experimental in this -chapter..

eyword Vectors and Their ionship to .Tayesian Distance

`,As discussed in Chapter IV, ation provided by a keyword,

tan e_ d by, a t-d Apnea. vector where -i'LL the number

of

, .
, . .

-diff_ entc-classes' in the cfatisificatibh tcheme Therefor It-ilii
.

ruitfu igate the relati lip between variuus keywo

-9 4



vector forps and the effect they.have on the Bayesian distance. For

the sake of simpiiclty a three-class problem, will be considered.

two keTwordi whose veers `'r shown in

q

Let ,I -.= 1,2,3} -deno e a class index set. Assume that lc has p

,comp on ent giving high a p obabil' ty for C USSAP

given

The magnitude and direction of the' Bay iah, d a then

- .

- ,
If e calculate a.po terio probabinties a: of the asse

fined,

a _

Suppose. k 1 tics sociated ` C Palo strong

of el k1 ls, That u.p, e se it is not .true- tai ?. (12.

and qi q3. In such a case the 'largest value of
ai

will dePene.bn

products spiqi and P3g3 if Plgl is larger than bOth ,p, q2 2'





As q pp roaches the value of p
1

the Euclidean distance shy?

Figure 5,3 decreases and thUs the angle 0 also deer aseU. T1

uxes the value o increase, whil e 2q and p3q3 re ain the

e. Asa result a-increases-xeiativeto c. and e -. -Thus

k9 togetherare now more indicative of class., Now ccnsiderJa

case where-the angle 0 is equal to zero, that vectors k__ sud. k
2

are-coincident.. In such a case the associated Vector fork can

be represented as a Scalar multiple of ki, Thus -012 YP2-
-L

- and q = y4. If thew posteriori probabilities 0 the classes Are

calculated n using equation 5-F then we have

will now

2

jeI

greater than a2 and a because-- is -greater than

46)

and p. That eans that _f a_document,wre to be classified 'based_.

on just these two keywor then - classrC -shodi b l osen,= The
,., __

magnitude of the Bayesian'distance should.re gist an increase and

the direction should point to clast.Z The new Magnitude given

2 4
E Y P

iEr

E-,(1)

jci

2

no e-that in both equations 5.6) and (5..7) , Y can be

in ec uation '(5.T) should be t- than Mag(J.) given
6.

by equation 5.4 -The direction is obviously equal,to c1 uss

5.7)



because Tpi is .g ate yp and Aypg e fact that Nag (2 )

eater_ than Magt1)-- is not so obvious . The o1lowing theorem proves

thiS fact rigorOdsly.-

Thebrem 5.1: Gives= two keyrror .e :of the form'

k '[P1' P P'

702; TrY

.let N< and M dente the MagnitUdea, payesian d atance

bulated considering keyword k only /and' k and -k together,1 , .r 1 2_

respectively ; en M M
2 1,-

'4 = 2
Y 1 pi E pi

iei iei
2 2 2

jet 1 jEI

Pro After cancellation of y the inequali

.4 2
Pi

p212

JET JET

(5 8)-

y can bff- r&luced to

anding .the denominators and omi ting the limits

-flor simplicity, we have

i

+ 2

implification yields

e .aumratttions



2 2
P .2.P pip- j

3.> i> j,
2

EP.
Epp.

.-}1cpanding both ides-we have

2 2 2 2 2 2 4 Its
P1 +PP1 +pp )2

Reducing and factorizing we have /

P

AsSuming

e first
There ore,

If p

new indr

ithout

three,

we hay.

3 3
Pi 7 0

p

enerality that p1
2 P3' see that:

the abdve inequality are all less than Zero.

show that.,

and p3 are

c, eepirg, p2

3 3
P P 3P1P2P3

equal, ther; Q equals zero.

the same, then the value -o

becomes less than zero.- us 1 probe that has_ no external-,.. -

points as p1 is increas d, the inequality will have b n eatablishdd.

Differentlating and setting to

aQ,

3P2133=
L

6131

Now from equat

zero im have.

3

3p2
2

I
1)2

9) .find that

CC'

;-72

(5.9

(5.11)



This is

any, extreM

ossible,\ if p
1

p and p p3. Therefore Q does
/

point, and the theorem is, proven.

A stronger version of Theorem 5.1 will now be considered. It

Was noted in.section 5.2 that when a succession of= good keywords

occur in a document, the,Bayesiandistance magnitude increases

monotonically and the direction remains constant. That
mfr

/
/keyword occurs which has the highest probability component for a

followed by another keyword-whichhaS the highest'.component

for the same class C -then our confidence in C as the correct_

class to which the document belongs increases. This experimental

Phenomenon can be exi6lained by the theorem which is stated below.

Theorem. Gives two keywords

431' 13'
where pi

I-1 q3 whereere

agnitude of the Bayesian distance calculated.

and MI2 be the magnitude calculated using k
1

and ko respectively.
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The proof of Theorem 5.2 will be presented in-Appendix C t The

appeal of this result lies in the fat that it counter..-intuitive.

Let us 'denote each terra of the summation the i st hand sideR'eIy.

the inequality above by a

Pi

EA0-1

Similarly let bi denote each erm on the lei'' Bend siUe, 1.

note- that

and M therefore

2 2
Piqi

1E1
'

1' and
iE

n now be written as

.12)
=

(5.13



Since b
1
-a

l
+ b must be less than '(a,a_ The'value

(a
2 ,

a +4 may be increased by making a_ large and a small. Similarly
sl

2 3

2 N

the sum b2 + b;).maY.be decreased by.makinq b2 equal to0)3. It

appears therefore that even though b 'greater than

(a!may be made ufficiently smaller than (a + a) such that'
2 0

may be

actually. smaller than Ml= The theore_ states that -such a situation "'

cannot occur. Ina ort this theorem states that fdit the purposes

of lassificatiod, if two keywords are more, indicative of.lne class

than other classes, then they are good keywords in relation to each

other. The inequality above assures us-that fn such a case the

magnitude oi,the Bayasian distance wwll, increase and the direct on

will remain constant.

However, it should be noted here that the'constrraint inposed on'

keywordk2 fpr a given keyword k1 such that M
2
nay be greater than

1
represents only sUfficient conditions Let k , before,as, before be

' 4 '. ,

given by

now be given by
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We note-that,k2 now is not a good keyword-in relation to k1 because

the ind kdof its highest.probability component is different from that

fO Under such circumstances can M
2

be greater than-

If the values of41, q2 and q3 are suchthat pig

then the quantities. -al, a2, , b 2 and b3 defined-earlier will

f

Otill satis the inequalities

e depending on the values of a2, a3, 7 and b3 it is possible

that (.q

'greater thai

greater than (a 4- a ). Thus is
2

This can be

Let k
1

and k be given by

llust ated better by an example.

[0.5, 0.4 0.1]

[0.41 0.5, 0:00001].

Here we see that. the index of thehighest probability component for

k
1

is class 01. and for k it is C
2'

Thus the const aints stated in

Theorem, 5.2 are no longer satisfied. However,,_ if the Bayesim_

distances are calculaied, we see that Dir(1) = Dir(2) =.1 and

= 0.42

1 0



It was pointed out earlier that a monotonically increasing

pattern in the magnitude of the Bayesian distance and a constant

direction coilld be utilized to' recognize documents which are ideal

-in -flature. The-d1-4taaion above illustrates that. in addition to
6

these conditiOns, the index of the highest probability component

for each keyword should be checked to see whether e aUy

If they e, then the keywords can be considered to be good

keyword in relation to e

o be ideal in nature.

d the document can be considered

The two theorems stated above explain some 0

phenomena observed in the earlier sections of this chap

next chapter develops a classification algorithm based on these

observed phenOmena. Keywords are extracted sequentially from a

document and at gach tage the gnitUde and direction, of the

Bayesian distance are calculated. Changes in these quantities are

observed in order to isolate noisy keywords and identify clusters

of similar.keywoids. If after removal of the noisy keywords

monotonically increasing pattern is observed in the Bayesian

.

distance magnitudes, in the case-of doc- ent,:elass

dation is attempted. Description of how such a method

implemented is given in the next chapter.
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THE REVISED SEQUENTIAL METHOD: PRIM/1M CLASSIFICATION

The previous chapter showed how the Bayesian distance measure '

could be used to detect the, presence of noisy keywords and to

identity groups- of good keyword a document. The basic sequential

algorithm discussed in Chapter III can now be. modified to achieve

classification by taking into account only the good keywords. Thi

chapter is devoted to the design of such an_algprithm. The algorithm

works in two phases In the first phase keywords are extracted

sequentially frEhm a document and, based on the Bayesi distance

analysis, the total number of keywords'read are divided into two
4

groups--the good keywords and the- noisy k4ywords. The fi t section

of this chaptef-discusses method which a.chieves_,such a separatic
I

of the keywords. When the good keywords are such as to meet the Q

and S thresholds discussed in the previous chapter, the algorithm

analyzes these words to obtain a alantaslam for the document.

In the second phase the noisy keywords are analyzed to see whether

these are.indinative-of another class. If so then the document

classified into a seconders class

11 be discussed in Chap er VII.

.
second'phase of the .



6.1 SeLparatidn of Good-and Noisy Keywords

Each keYword extracted from a doc-pmen has the form

131' P2%
] where pi denotes the probability p(ki Ci

These probability values are obtainedifrom the conditional proba-

bility matrix CP discussed in Chapter III.. Besides a probability

vector of the form sho above, each keyword has also associated

h it an index I, representing its location n, the document. The

first keyword-read from a document has an index 1, the second

keyword has an index 2, and so on. Each stage of the sequential

process now consists cif the following._

Q keywords are read from document where the

parameter Q represents a threshold. The D

tude has to increase monotonically over

uence of Q keywords in order document

a primary class. This par'to be -classified

was introduced and di ussed in Cha4 pter V.

(ii ) The indices and the associated probability vep

for each of these Q keywords

input buffer.

separate the noisy keywords from the good ernes, two

ciliary bufferp are set up- Each of these buffer

ring the index of a keyword where

to an entry i the input buffer.

e Capable

u.ed to to the indices of the good keywords



Balled the good uffer (GBUF): The second auxiliary buffer

will be used to contain the indices of he noisy keywords-; and will

be referred to s the noisy keyword huffier (NBUF).

Initially let us assume- that all the Q keywords read at any

stage_ of the sequential process are good ''keywords in that they are

all indicative of one class. Therefore the indices ofthese Q keywords are

tentatively loaded in the GBUF Suppose Wi, W are the

:Q keywords whose indi -ces are- in the GBUF.- Each Wi

member of the keyword set IC =

whether a monotonically increasing pattern in the magnitude of DB

course a

In order to check

obtained over these Q. keywords, the Bayesiarf distance are

calculated using keyWord W1, then kerwords Wi and W2, and so on. The

,
form of such a monotonically increasing pattern was in

Figure 5.1 of the previous chapter. If at any stage a particular

keyword causes the magnitude to decrease or the -direption of D to

change

from the GBUF

a noisy word.

d put in the NBUF.

Its index is then removed

For example, suppose four

I A
keywords W1, W., W, and Wi4 have been read.

are tentatively loaded into the QBUF.

indices 1,

Further suppose :that

keywords W_
1

and W yield a monotonically increasing pattern in th'e

agnitude of the Bayesian distan and, a con taut -direction. It

is then assumed that they are good keywords in 'relation to

let keyword W3 be such. that de

the magnitude.Then it is tentatively tagged 1 a noisy keyword and.



the index 3 is removed from the GBUF and pt

situation at this` Stage is depicted by-Figure

calculating the Bayesian distance is repeated

check whether W is a. good or a

section describes how the Bayer:

,

1. The process of

ing keywords W, W2

Y keyword. The

istancea are calculated

and, how the agnitudes and directio

identify the noisy keywords.

6.2 The Ba esian Distance Calculator 01

respectively,

e at each stage to

et:e etor

and Dir(i) denote the magnitud_

calculated at the end or the
ith

This is done by first calculating the a

keywords in the GBUF.

E p(W
r

C
j

)

r=

E [ .13

j =1 r =l

c ))

and Di are then calcul ed nsin

Magi)
j l

-Dir(i).=. index of the h:

For each value of i greater than two a nois

trapleniented. .. If 'either .of the

,
and directions

le3hword in the GBUF:

es using the first

hes

de tec

0, (6.1)

inalues as follows:

value. 0

ion procedure is

following two coriditiOns

Mag(i) Magi
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_ _ _detected then the i'- keyword in the GMT', is assumed to-be noisy.

It s:Andtx

of ,the next keyword in .thp

sput in the NBUF and removed from the GBUF. Tie index

nput buffer is then loaded into

the GMT' and'.tne, process is repeated.

are found!

Mag 1 < M g(2)

Ma S'where

value discussed in

Dir(2):-.=

When the fellowill conditions

the preset aturation

action 5

Dir(Q

then a rnon.otonidaliy increasing pattern' in the n gnittide

Bayesiandistances, with the:direction remaining constant

obtained= At this point there keywords. in the GBUF which

are good .keywords in relation to each other and wich between them

indica. unique la This class, whose dex is given by

Dir( identified as the primary,clans for the d

of the three conditions listed above i

eat:

not satiafi

thedocument contains no more keywords.to be read, then. it is

termed unclassifiable.

It has been shop that after reading each keyword

is made as. to Whether it'Should-be considered good gr noisy dependiP

on the direction and magnitude of the Bayesian distance. Based on

this decision the index of the word

is put in

either, in GBUFpt the GBUF _ or

huk. Since a keyword
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the other keywords that have Preced d it iir the d en it is
quite possible, that at any 'stage' of the, sequential I ocess, the, NBUF

,contains tile good kerworde,which Point tofthe. c'or ect primary class.
This can be tier illustrated by an example.

Suppose have read a'series of k ywords

Then let us. assume that the foliowing sequence

been taken.

and

ions: ha e

the index of put, in the GBUP,

is good in relation torW
1

and index is

put in th-e GBUF,

(11 W3' W d W are noisy q relation to Wl
5

and so their indices are put in UF.

, and 1/1

At this point the GBUF contains the indices of W and. W, while the

NEUF contains the indices o W W4 W Suppose W
1 and W are

5

-indirative of class G and W, W and W are all indicative of Class
If now the magnitude of D calculated by using W W and W

. 4

exceeds the value of the magnitude calcultted. by -Using W
1

and W in

the GBW, it is highly, likelY--that-W -rand-W are the '-set of

good keywords which .poinZ- to the correct primary class f this is
the

,._.

case, then th iildices of he words ii- fhe GBUF should be

interchanged with those in the NSDR.--'To achieVe thi every
.1

stage when the number in the NBLIF equals that in the GB F

thd Bayenian distances he word are calculated. I_

unique direction is obtaine4 and if the magnitude exceeds the



agn Ude-of-the Bayesian nce calculated Using words in

the GBU7 then the two buffer are interchanged..

The concepts discussed' in this section have, been imple ented

imary classification algori _The-next section briefly-
,

iscUs es this algorithm.

Description of the. Prima '.la.sci.fication Algori

The first phase of the e assifieation'algorithnri which obtains

a priMary clasS for a test doe ent contains.several parts, the

most' important of which are the ilrimary classifier,,,the BayeSian.

distance calculdton, and the noise detector, In this,, section we
A -

will briefly discuss these componerits-of the algorithm: The portion

cif the algorithm which extracts keywords rom a. document, will'he

described, for `the sake of CompleteneSs. A more comprehensive-
.

description will begiven in Appendix D.A floychart of the

algorithm en in FigUre 6.2,

,6.3.1,Ths:knamLjac12ILIE

fhs . 4
portion 'of t =he aigorithi reads one keyword a

o--_ a -IveriAest decument. and Mores the fcollow r ih a input.:

`buffer'

a value 1. corresponding to the index of the

keyword read;

he-keyWord;

the probability values associated h the ke rds.
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These aie, stored in a ma r' ,where

represents the index of the keyw r and j represen

thf end of a -tegory I

6.3 .2,The_Ba esian Distance Calculator

The input-tb'thisportionof thel!algo consists of a s

of indices S which comprise either the Pe 1ridiees of the,

ke d in the4.G-BUF orthei set of.:inec of keyworda-in the

1

et this set S attany gi-e- le = fi
-T - 1! 2'

Then the Dayesien dist ce calculator compu p'es the ma gnitudes and

directions,of D
B

consiAering the keywords , then and- W.

41 '1 2

then W- and W, and so on The agnitUdeS and drecticns
fr

A1 12

Nag and

are stored in an array for analysis by the,-no se detec or.
4

6.3.3 The Na se.Detector

Using Ytie array of magnitudes and directions calculated by

the Dayesihn;_distance Calculator the poise detector cocks for-a

:monotonically iner_asing pattern An the m agnitudes. if. his i

satisfied it checks-ee whether the direCtions are All the ? e,

Suppose in the. array of agnitudes and directions one-dr both of

the following two conditions

-(i) M00.) < mag(

(ii) Dir(i) ,0 Dir(i r 1)

dete i
th

ed, then the keyiiord is identified as a noisy ke

114



The/input to this the algorithm consist
f

ay of magnitudes and direction caleulated by the Bayesian

section of

lby the noise detector.

the indices of the- noisy keywords computed.

The pardmetera Q 'and 5, discussed earlier,_

go ern the operation of this section of the algorithm.

classifier performs the following functions.

1.) It blade the set S'with'

primary

set of Q indices from the

GBUF and uses the B4yesian distancec

compute an array of magrri and dire

It uses the noise detector to identify a y keyV0i4

the set of,Q,keywords obtained frowthe.GBUF._,

(iii noise detector identifies a. noisy keyWord,

removes the index- of this, keyword from the GBUF and

places it it the NEUF, It then use
.

the keyword

extractor algorithm totobtain an

If there is such a keyword

GBUF. If there are no more keywords

addition .keyword.

_

s index is loaded into the

then it identifies the document as being

the documen

unclassifiable.

Each time the index of aVord is loaded into the NBUF

it checkto see whether= the size o f the NBUF et:Dais

--,thatof the. BU }'. If so, then it checks to see

letheth6i 'based op -theBayesian'diat :value the

.

contents of the NBUF should be interchanged
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0
of, the GBUF. The criterion which governs Such an

ction ha been disCussect in ection.

If the noise detector does not identify a no Sy keyword

in the _ywords present in the GBUF the primary

classifie;n checks to see whetheroMag(Q) where S.

is the saturation value . If then the clan

given by Dir(Q) is i entified as the p Imary

anclass for the doctmidnt. If Mag(Q) then

additional 'keywo

contain

d ad.

y More - keywords, t

If the document does not

primary- classifier. still

classifies it into the class given by Dir(Q) but records the

fact that the S value was not, satisfied. Th o signify.

that the confidence in the primary class obtained for

this document is less than those which have satisfied

the S threshold.

This algorithm has been implemented, o classify-approximately

500 documents contained one of. the releases of the SPIN data:

,base. A brief aescription cif this data was given inChapter I

The flollowing section presents the results that have been_ obtained.

entation of the Al orithm and. Results

Since each of the SPIN documents has been preclassitied by --

the American Institute of Physi s (AIP), e.n estimate of hog well

e algorithre:has performed could be easily obtained. This was

. ,
done by comparing the, `classification Obtain :1*-the ' -algorithm"



given by the Al?.

As pointed out in section 6.3, the algorithm has two parame e

Q and S. The parameter; S denotes the-final value of the Bayesian

distance at the point when a document is classified. .It represents

a measure of confidence in the classification that is obtained.

The parameter Q represents the number Of keywords over which the.

Bayesian distance has to satisfy a monotonically increasing pa

,.

in the magnitude, while maintaining a constant. direction. _Initially'.

was varied from 0. to 1.0 for different values of

all these cases it was found that if -.a document

satisfied the Q threshold then the final value of the Bayesian

Adstance, Mag(Q), always resided in the terval 0.9 to-1 0

:variation of Cher fore, did not produce any significant chang

in the results and hehce all-subsequent experiments fixed

Value of S = 0.9 was used Before discussing the results of

tbese experiments further several terms heed to be defined.

f documents correctly classified

o al number of documents in the

V number

data base

documents found unclassifiable.

A = accuracy over those classified

=,overall accu
D

-c = X-100.

of experiments conducted used a fixed value of

11 7



ho

and 4 the results are presented

be expected, in increase in Q results in

s fort A %ThiS is because as Q increases

examined before la document classified. Thus
.

good keywords are needed before a primaryiclass

many cases this might lead to a precipitous decision. ICey
)

occurring ink the rest of the document may.*point to an entirely

-nt class whic,hip many cases may be the car ect class..

ease in Q avoids such precipitous decision

However, an incr asein Q means a document has tc have

number' of good keywords in order to be classified. Fewer

documents are ablesatisfy this more stringent criterion. Hence

the numbex of unclassified docume

overall accuracy' (A ) decreases.
2

Some of the.uncla,ss ified documents are such that, they contain

good keywords indicative of a unique clas

identified as uncladsifiable by the algorithm b ca

of good keywords contained in them

They are

e the number

not high enough to satisfy a

ixed threshold. Therefore in tge next set of experiments the

cally varied during claasification. Table 6.2

hese experiments. a particular

Ad not satfs y a given Ai threshold then the value

e and the documentd,ocnment wrs reconsidered for
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C-
DOCUMENTS

CORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED

NUMBER
QN

DOCUMENTS

INCORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED

Di° V).

NUMBER

OF

DOCUMENTS

FOUND UN-.
CLASSIFIABLE

V

ACCURACY
OVER

THOSE
CLASSIFIED

Al

OVERALL

ACCURACY :

326 65

69.7%

61.7%
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6 any Classification with n

T = 500

OF

DOCUMENTS

CORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED

D

Ni

OF

DOCUMENTS

INCORRECTLY
CLASSIFIEDT- (D÷V)

ER
OF

-DOCUMENTS
FOUND UN-
CLASSIFIABLE

V(.

ACCURACY
OVER

THOSE
CLASSIF'IED

1

,78.4%

'%

OVERALL
ACCURACY

77

7 9 .1%
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classifLcation under the follbiting conditionS%

the doc- pnt has been read entirely, and

iii} no noisy keyword has been identifiedin the en ire

doc ent.

For example, suppose thestarting- value of hree, test

document contains only two keywOrds, both which are good-keywords

relation to each other, .e., they are both indicative of one

class.Thenthevalueofuld be educed to two The primary

classifier would then attempt to identifY a primary class-for the

docs nt based on these two keywords.

esults presented in Table 6.2 indicate that some of-the

previously-unclassified:documents are now correctly classified

Ther.fore the value, of .overall accuracy increases. However.,- because

some of the previously unclassified documentsof the reduction in 0,

ow incorrectly classified. Therefore the= value of Al tends

'to decrease.

6. eeo.ndary.Classification
-(,

The diScusSion'in- this -c apter has dealt with the design and

implementation of an algorithm yhich obtatndprimary classes for

f documents. A section of this algorithm eparate the no:

keywords from the good keywords in a given document The noisy

keywords aie put in a separate buffer called the NBUF-- In effect

this means that at the end of :primary classification two dtfferen

groups Of keywords are obtained -:The good itcyword group is

Y



analyzed to obtain a primary- class. But h. the group of
keywords- that have been tagged a noisy? exontents of a
docum are e such that a seconcie,ry class could b identified, then

it is very likely that the a ,rds that h .isolated as
noisy may actually be' indicative of such If this is the
case, then the words in- the'.NBUF could be analyzed to obtain

possible tecondary class. The next chapter acraressas itself to
-

this problem and outlines 821 algorithm for obtstAing secondary

classification .



CI TER yIT

A TECHNIQUE FOR SECONDITY CLASSYFICATION.

e previous chapter has dealt with the design and implemen -tion

of .a classification algorithm babedon,the Bayesiah distadce Measure.,
- -

This algorithffi Classifies a document into a claSs-Which is denoted

as the primary class,. Besidesobtaining A primary class an -added
F

.feature -of this technique is that it-effects aseparhtIon of the good

keywordS and'Up noisy keywords into two different groups';. At the

end of the primary classification the noisykeywords are contained in

the noisy keyword buffer These words may be- unrelated to

each other in-that they might not point any one 4as they. may

form a coherent cluster in such a way that between them'the'Y are

indicative- of A category-which may be ideritified as a secondary class.

This chapter addresbes itself .to the design of a method that will

analyze the wordt in the pup to. lore the poSsibility qf ela

a document-into secondary claps._ It will be-pointed out that in

eases the _Bywords in the'NBUF alone are not adequate to obtain

such a classification; an theSedases keywords a .e selectively

-extracted from the'good keyword buffer to, corroborate the informat
I

btained from the words in the noisy buffer.
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7.1 Analysis of Keywords in the Nosiy Buffer

At the end of primary classificaton,the.-NBUF contains' the

indiees,ofthe keywords, which havebtenYidentiiedas noisy ke ords
.

Let-thisset_of noisy keywords be denoied.

The philosophy underlykng.the analysis .o

It the ssme.aa that used.fo

he words in the NBUF

the analysis of the words inthe-GBUF.

The values of the magnitudes and directions of the Bayeidari

,distance . are successively calculated using words Wi, then W
1
and

Let Mag( ) and Dir (i ) represent the magnitude and direction

rysp*tively, Calculatedbyuaing the first i keywords inthe NBUF; For
0 _Ar

I

each value of i the noise detector discussed in section 6.3 of the

previous chapter isl invoked to'Check whether a constant direaten

and a monotonically increasing pattern 1n-the magnitudes is obtaihed.

As i the primary classification'algorithm; the number of keywords

over which a monotonically increasing pattern has to be satisfied is

denoted by Q If the noise detector detects one of the following

-situations

yword in the NBUF is considered to be noisy with

respect to `the i keywords preceding it. Thp index of this keyword



is then removed from the NBUFiand placed in 4 miscellaneous bUffer
4

distance is again cotputed.:forreferred to as MB ,r

the remaini

The BayeSian

orris in the NBUF t6 check whether there-areany,

noisykeywor At the end. of thiS- process-, the NB7 :0611.paint4

keywords which are all good with respect to each other in that

they are all indicative of one class. Let these-be denoted by

W' W'1.,
' r'

e arQ such good keywords in the 'tom,

f r .a Q and if Mag(Q)

as b111(0.

r One -13robleM that is eneounteredby this technique is that of

the noisy keywords. have been eliminated from the NBUF the nUMber o

!keywords remaining in it may not be sufficient to satisfy the

then a secondary class dentified

threshold. Under such cippumstances, this technique:would not attempt

to obtain a secondary class. This might be very restrictive. One

r-
way to circumvent this problem would',be to selectively choose keywords

- .

i'rOm the good keyword buffer to corroborate the information obtained

from analyzing the words in the

method fqr doing this.,

NBUF. The next section outrines a

7.2 Analysis of the Words in the Good Buffer

Let us assume that the keywords in the NBUF do not atisfy-

Q threshold but yield a constant direction and a monotonically.:

increasing pattern in the D :magnitude.. If this fiied di

125
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than ,C- is treated as a potential condary class.

category= has been chosen as the primary class.

in the OBUF are now extracted and, along with their

asS:ciated,probabilityvalue. obtained from the: input. buff

as shbwn in Figure 71. Column in this matrix

re

contains the probability values corresponding to class Any

` keyword which.has a non-default probability value in this column

A keyword which-might be used-'td provide information about class. C_

Therefore, any keyword which'has a non-default probability value in

isolated from this matrix. Such keyword will have

the for

9 *

where p is reater,than the default value. Since this 'keyword is

'a good keywoN for the primary class, p. is also' greater than the

default value. Letthe set of these keywords be denoted' by

W
1

Each of these keywords i tiire Of

asses C. and C . Since, however each of these keywords is a
1 j

,

good'kayword for he p_imary Class in general the probability

component pi should be greater than the p- component. That is, all

these keywords

class

n be obtaine as follows

a.probablyffore indicdative

1

bf

7
how Wtkongly indicative they e of 'class

than of

Without loss of -generality,-,sUPpose juht oriekeyprd Wi in

e used to classify the docament. The a posteriori probability
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of the classes the a values, can be computOd by equatiOn

t

r=1

120

(7.1)

Since this is a good keyword or class ai ie,a maximum!of the.

ent to lasEvalues. A measure of ho trongly-W, relates

can be obtained by computing the ratio

(7.2)

Thus while,choosing keywords from G to corroborate he information-
,

given by the keywords in theABUF, this ratio may compared with a

preset threshold S . A keyword is chosen only i, the corresponding

_ratio exceeda S1,. The parameter ST
be

aried to extract

keywords from 'G very selectivLy in that if S is increased the,

keywords that,are chosen will be more highly indicative of class C

For a given classification experiment,
T

is fixed at a certain value.

L t,G' 141
'

Ii'} be the /set ;of keywords which satisfy

G' is then merged with the set N' ( e section.:-

7,1) of keywords present in the NBUF. 'me the prim y class Ci

the ST threshold.

has already been chosen the ith probes ility component of all these

keywords is set to the default value. If there are at least Q

keywords in the merged set GiU.W1 then the indicet of "these keywords

are loaded into thL. NBUF and the procedure outlined in section 7.1 ,

repeated to determine whether C, can be :chosenis



class. then it is assume that a secondary class does not

.3 Results 91.21LIcItEE

The first set of experiments conducted to obtain' secondary

classification conuntrated exclusively on the words in the noisy

buffer after the primary class had been obtained. The method has

been outlined in section 7.1. Initially the conditions imposed for

secondary classification were as stringent as those for the primary

'ease, a value of
- ,

9 and as used. estltE

shown in Table 7.1, indicate that very few documents were classified

in d secondary class. A reduction of. Q from three to tyo-substan-

tially increased this number. Some of the documents that Wei.

Classified by the algorithm- e alto- assigned a aeconddry class by

the ATP. Table 7.1 indicates that all of these documents were

assigned the correct secondary class by the algorithm.

In order to increase the number of documents which coul be

classified secondary class by the algorithm, a second_set f

experiments was conducted by combining the words in the NBUF with

selected words from the GBUF. A method for doing this was discus ed

in section 7.2. If the NBUF did not have enough keywords to satisfy

a threshold of Q = 3, then Q was reduced tottwo by the method discussed

in section 6.4. Table 7.2 pre ents the results obtained by,varying

the parameter. S from 0 to 0.8. As the value of 5,
T

increases, fewer

documents are classified into a secondary cla by the algorithm.



Table 7,1 Secondary Classification hJsing
Words NBUF

Number of SPIN.documents clanlfied in a secondary
class by the ".American.Institu e of Physics (AlP) = 101

NUMBER
.CLASSIFIED
BY
ALGORITHM

NUMBER
CLASSIFIED
BY

A.I.

NUMMR
CORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED

18 1

5 5

Table 7.2 Secondary Classification Using
Words in NBUT and GBUF

UMBER
SIFIED

"AtGORITF

NUMBER-
CLASSIFIED

BY
A.

0

0

O.

211

117

73

44

34

.26

NUMBER
CORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED

44

39

30

13-

122



This is because
-ST

the GBUF h

increased, keywords that are extracted from

to be more indicative of only the-potential secondary

class in order to be accepted for consider tion. Since fewer

keywords can satisfythe ST threshold, there exist a smaller nuMber
-1...

of documents having an adequate number of keywo dato. satisfy .Oltig

tIthreshold. We note that-Tables 7.1 and 7.2-do not have entries for
-. .,..-

ication accuracy as in the case of primary classification.

because determinat on of accuracy for secondary classification

is not as straightforward as it was in the case of primary classifi-

cation. This problem i discussed fn the next section...

7.4 Validation of Results Obtained b the Seconder Clas
Algorithm

In order to evaluate the performance of the secondary clan

cation algorithm, it is necessary to compare the reeulth obtai ed
.

with those given by a standard, classification scheme. In the calie

of primary classification this was done by comparing the results with ,

the elapses given by the American. Institute of Physics (AlP). In

the case of secondary- classification this- has not been possible

because Al? has classified. only 103 of the 500 SPIN documents into

.

econdary class. In many cases the Bayesian distance algorithm

a secondary class to aarger number'of documents. The

tion,chn be best depicted by a Venn diagi

here 0 represents the set of-documents fo
a

shown in Figure 7.2,

hich a secondary class

has been assigned by the AIP, and Bb represents the set of documents

131



e 7:2 Venn Diagram Representation
of Secondary Classification



for which-a secondary-class h's been assigned by the Bayes

distatace algorithm. For the set of, documents. Dab'

have beena'assigned a 5econdary cisme by both schemes

is straightforward. Such-a comparison
2

125

., those that

comparison

an be found in the third

and fourth columns of Tables-7.1 and -7.2. The third 'column re en

the set D
ab

and the fourth column represents the number of documents

ab
that have been correctly classified' by. the algorithm.

The problem is to obtain a method by which classifications

obtained for documents lying the'non-intOsection regions

these two sets can be compared. Po. this purpose the result

to(be examined from a different viewpoint. The following two

eriments have been conducted to compare the classifications.

Experiment 1

(i The document sets Da and D
b

are 1

their primary and secondary classes a

lists L
I

d L below.

primary secondary
class Class
C.

clan C.
in

primary secondary
class class

133
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For ea.c,h class pair ,(6 the set of dOc ents

that have been assigned to both these classes

obtained.from list. hl :Based on the keywords

contained -in these documents, a standard class

correlation matrix

Let

Then

is computed as follow

total number of different,-keywords

cOntained.in documents assigned to

class C 1

= total number of different keywordS

contained in documents assigned to

class C

= total number of different keywords

contained in documents assigned to

both classes C. cl-C

=

iii) The procedure outlined in (ii) is repeated for

list L2 from which a correlation matrix Sb

obtained.

Since S is the class correlation matrix obtained from the Al?
a

cla.sification, end is obtained from the results given by the

Buyesian distance algorithm, a comparison of the two matrices should



e an indication of ho- well, the Bayesian distance ela s

hasperformed.',. This comparison is

difference between the lee S

note that ,'S and S are symmetric Matrices.

127

done by computing the mean square

a
and S.

ID

using equation

The smalle

t -1 t
2

- 11.
i.1

the value of thO mean-square difference, the

,-eqUalwill,be the matriCes:Sa-and.%

will be more similar to-each other

The problem now

(7.4).

(7.

tore nearly.

Hence tbe two classifications-

to relate the' mean square difference between

the correla Jen 1.7matrices to classification accuracy e note that

in the ease of pimary classification accpracy could be directly
N.

obtained by comparing the class indicatedby_the Bayes. an distance

method with that assigned by the AlP for each document. This

information can be used to relate mean square difference to class

cation accuracy in thefollowing way.

For each

see Tables 6.1

the experiments conducted for primary,classifcation

6 2 of the previous chapter ), obtain the class

correlation matrix Then Fompute the mean square difference

between:
a

and S Let tnef variation of ,the mean square

differences be N
1

to N Let the range of variat ion

accuracy fOr these experiments be to A Then it is conjectured

classification

that for u given secondary clap _ioat on obtained by the. Bayeuian

distance algorithm, if the mean quare difference between S an



9'

lie, ithin the range N and,N then the classification aceu1 2

also lies approximately within the range A and A
1

The mean square differences for each of the secondary

classification Obtained for-values of S = 0 0.2 0.5 and 0.8T

ven Similarly the' ean eqUare differences for a

four primary classification experiments with known accuracy

of classification is given in Table 7.4. Fram'Table 7.4 we see

that ai the classification ace

difference increa-ses

Table, 'T.3 --it

square

range

for the

acy decreases the mean squa

ranging from 0.00352 to

seen that for values of ST

-00950. Prom'

.5, 0.8 the

diffe ences' for secondary classification lie within this

t is therefore conjectured that, the classification accuracy

e experiments lies between 61% to T9%, For S, = 0, it is

seen that the mean sqUare difference is much higher and lies outsides

the range 0.00352 t 0.00950, It is thereforeconjectUred-that the

accuracy for this run is probably lets than 60%. TO Validate these

conjectures, another _experiment was conducted. involving manual

Classification of documents into a secondary class.

eriment

Two ndividuals well versed in.the area of physics were asked

to read each of the 500 doc ents the SPIN data They were

apprised of the p pry. class igned by the-117 ,in each case. They

were asked to assign a secondary, class when4ver they. felt that such

an as ignment would be appropriate. The results obtained for each
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Table 7, Mean Square Difference of
Secondary Classif cation

MEAN SQUARE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

a AND S
b-

0.0 0.01100-

0.2 0.00711

0.5 0.00477

0.8- 0.00373

Table 7.4 'Mean Square Difference
Primary Classification

RUN CLASSIFICATION MEAN SQUARE DIFFERENCE
NO. ACCURACY BI 7EEN Sa AND SD

0

.61.7% 0.00950.

69.7% 0.00669

77.9 0.-00175

79;l% 0.00352

3



the secondary classification experiments were then compared with

their classification etermine classification accuracy,

A,..docu ent was considered to be correctly classified in a secondary

class if this class matched that assigned by.eitherCof the two

individuals. Otherwise it was considered to be incorrectly classi

Classification accuracy was then computed s.s follows.

Di = number of documents classified by the algorithm

= number cif documents correctly classified.

in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5 Accuracy eased on -ual C1.ssifieation

TOTAL NUMBER OF
NUMBER-OF DOCUIENTS-
DOCUMENTSH CORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED CLASSIFIED -ACCURACY

211 98 146.14%

0.2 163 101 62.0%

0.5 117 7)4

0.8 73' 4'8 65.8%



These` results co] Aorate the conjecture: of Experiment I fairly

131

well. It is Seen that for the,-values of ST = 0.2 0.5 and 0.8 the

classification acc acy is better than 60%. For sT.F 0, the accuracy

is substantially lowe

The results of

distance echnique c

as had been. predicted by Experiment

he above experiments show. that the ECayesian
.

indeed be used effectively for secondary

ification as well as for primary classification.



CHAPTER VIII
,

ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This research' has concentrated on the-de-lgn of

method..for automatic sequential classification of doc

-been pointed Out that one of the main advantages of sue

n efficient

Tents-., It has

eOhnque

is that a document need hot be ekamined in its entirety before a.

'decision'regardirig its class Membership can be made.

The basis of the research has been sequential cla

alorithtin developed by Fried and implemented for various data bases,

by White and coworkers. In this technique keyWords

sequentially from a document and at each stage a statistical

prediction technique is used to determine whether or not the

document can be classified. If not, then the document is examined

further -. The-process is continued until a. definit4 decision can

be reached. It has -been shown that this basic

is vulnerable to the occurrence of noi!y keywords and is not

sophisticated enough to assign document to more than one class

systematically, -Therefore the major part of this research has dealt

with the development of a modified sequential algorithm which is

uential technique--

able to solate noisy keywords during classification and to identify

clu ers =of similar keywords. These keyword clusters are th



analyzed separately to obtain primary and

document.

The basis of the modified sequential technique is

asses .,for a

t -dimensional vector space representation o the keyword contained

in a document. It has,been shown that_using such a representation---

the relationship between the keywords can be observed very ystem-
,

atically by defining

distance measure, tailed

ensure on this vectorcepace , This

an distance, consists of two

earch has shown,a magnitude and diredtion.

both experimentally and mathematically

keywords, all of which

that en a series, of

indicative of a unique.class is-processed

the Magnitude of the Bayesian di ante increases tunotonically and

the direction remains constant. If however, a noisy keyword occur

the magnitude decreases or the direction changes. This interesting-

phenomenon ha been utilized to effectively separate the keywords

Contained in a document into two groupsthe good keywords and the

noisy keywords. The good keywords, all of 'which are in general

indicative of a unique class, are then analyzed to identify

prim y class for, the document. But how about the group of noisy

keywords?

This research has shown that the noisy keywords, which were

identified as being noisy with respect tc the primary class can be

utilized to explore the possibility of.assigning a secondary

to the document.'.. The noisy keywords are analyzed. using the Bayesian

141



distance measure to ascertain whether they relate the doc anent

an additional class. If this is co then this additional class is

identified as the secondary class.

Results obtainedby applying thi

on a portion of the SPIN data base have

be quite successful in

a document. ,-15,n

classification=

automatic sequential algorithm.

that the technique can

identifying primary and secondary. lasses for

acy of about 80% has been obtainjd for primary

For secondary classification t acy has been

better than 60%. erimental evidehce obtained by using class

correlation techniques and manual methods of classification has

co roborated thi result. Considering the fact that the SPIN data

base contains only abstr ctsraostof which have a very limited

number of keywords thee results-appear to be'quite encouraging.

It is expected that if full documents had been used instead of

abstracts, then the secondary classifier would-be.able to examine

a substantially greater number of keywords before assigning

secondary clasSak and hence would probably yield better-results.

Several related areas of research can be identified at this

e. In the area of automatic document classification, the

problem of keyword selection is of paramo importance. Manua' ,

and semi-automatic methods have generally been used to select

keywords for a given data base. It woud.be very advantageous if

there were an automAic method that could identify bad or inappro-

priate keywords in a set which is initially chosen manually or



semi-autematiCally. We have. n that the Bayesian distance

measure is an effective device detedt the occurrence. of noisy

135

keywords in a document during classification. Some of these noisy-

keywords are eventually used to obtain a secondary class. However,

those that do not give any information about either primary class

or secondary class can be isolated as bad keywerds and eliminated

from the original.list of keywords. Hopefully, this would result'

in a keyword et which is more repres&tative of the data base.

Another interesting problem would be to study the effect of

the order in which the keywords are processed to obtai

secondary classification,

if all the keywords.extracted f.rom a document re indicative-of -a

unique class then the order inwhich they. are processed does not

matter. However, if noisy keywords are present in a document, then

in some case., the order of processing the keywords, may have

detrimental effects' on the final decision. This aspect. needs

further development and better mathematical characterization.

Finally, a third problem,' which is much broader in scope,

can be identified.-- It was pointed out in the introduction that

the -main purpose of automatic doCument classification is to aid the

. process of information retrieval from a data base. How can the

It has. been shown in

primary and

research that

Bayesian distance technique be utilized for this purpose? If the

user queries could also be processed by means of this technique to_
-C7

obtain an. indication of the various subject areas which might be

143
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,relevant, then the classification and retrieval aspects of an

formation system could be integrated. however queries

are.much. shorter in length than documents or abstracts, the

Bayesian distance technique would probably have to be modified

considerably in order that the queries may be _alyzed effectively

o chiev desirable retrieval performance.



BAYESIAN DISTANCE AND CLASSIFICATION ERROR

n Chapter IV it was shown that for a two class problem the

magnitude of the Bayesian distance for a tight upper bound on the

sification error. In this appendix it will be shown tha

the number of classes increases, the quality

distance as approximating function.to the class

Of the Bayesidh

does not degrade very much.

Theorem:

cation errs

problem after an observation y, i.e .'ter

keywords have been read, the upper bound on classification erior

P
'

tgiven-by 1-Ms, (i) -does not exceed he value of P .by more than

Proof:

Let

[max{p(C /Y
re' r

t -1
77E-,

E [p Cs/30]-
3EI

t --1

7477

p(C /Y
rEI r

= p



If the inequality is satisfied for the minimum value,of

E [p(Cr/y)] then the theorem is proven
reI

generality let us as

!Without loss of

remaining a po

E fp(d../y)] is achieved when the
rI

probabilities are

138

Q achieves its

= Q

some p; therefo tdking the

derivative of Q with respect to p and setting it equal to

Substituting this

zero,



.Since is.equal to this in the worst case,'in general herefore

Essentially, this theorem says that as the number of classes

increases the upper bound approaches a constant value. In terms

of document classification this theorem stipulates that the higher

the final value of the Bayesian distance atthe time of class

cation, the more probable it is that th document will be correctly

classified.

14



APPENDIX B

Chapte

PAYE IAN DISTANCE AND VALUES

IV it was claimed :have a set

valueS

such that

then an -increase in

distance=

Then

;

will Acreage the magnitude of the B-
1

In this appendix this claim will be validated=

Let M
1

be the D magnitude obtained from

Since = 2'to t -1,



is 1,ndrease

The value of the nevi D magnitude, NE
2

rnlcul ated by using this
B

values ill be6 a minimum if the a. through a are all

They, the minimum value of N,



the claim has been validated.



APPENDIX C

BAYESIAN DISTANCE AND KEYWORD VECTORS.

In this appendiX TheoreT 5.2 s ate& and discussed in

Chapter V will be pr6ven.

_Theorem 5.2: lveh two keywords

where

q) where q q q

2 3

let
-1 be the-magnitude of the Bayesian distance calculated us

and M be the magnitude alculated using k,and k

3
E p

r=1

Proof: pending the left -hand. side of theine ality (C.1 ) we have

C.)

Assume the values-of pl p2 end p
3
are fined. If it

be shown that the minimum value of obtained by. varying all, q2 and

-041 under the given oonstra nts is greater than or equal to the right'



hand side of (C.1), then he inequality is proven. Takiv the

partial derivat es of F with respect to and simplifying

and setting to zero we obtain :

:9F
3g74 P24-2431- l -132q2

3F
= 0

(c.3)

0
17_

p1q.1) +
7 P2qe).

1.
FM equations (C7 ('C,4) and (c.5) we. neerthat.a minim OCCUTS

when 1)141=1302= 3q but that contradActs the 'as. ptiotothat-
... -,! '

and plqi p3

Therefore ire have to check any. other minimhere a points

Solving equaticfn .4
=2

22. 2,2

Plql P3(13

Plql 133q3

e

Substituting _teat

2

-1

4

42

equa

2
)

2
1

1

_ 4
1

on (C.5) we have

2 2
q + 2p q

1 1 3

-2 a
2p q p q
1 1 3

2

3

2 2 44
3-3 3

152

.5)

c.6)



Le x= Y P

P- ci

then equation (0.7) reduces t

3 3 4 4xytyx -y -x=0

s a solution to equatiOn (0.8)

Since this: is not 'iaobsible let us identify the other
1-1 3 3

roots of equation (C.8). DiViding it by (5r we obtain.

y xY x y =

From Descarte rule of signs it is seen that equation (C.9) has

no more than one positive real root and no, more than two-negative

=

real roots.

Substituting,

cubic z.

3

x

x

Equation .10 ymplifies to

This is of the-:form

n equation 9 e:obtain a reduced

+ X

2zx 34
3

y-3 -+ ay ÷ b

and can be solved by Cardans**method;

Substitute z = u z is a root" if

u3 v3.=

and

3_45

c.8)

.9)

.1o)

= 0 a 3a)

(0.12)

uV 0.13)



a
27 7 7'

4a3If u k .a ube roo- or
2 th the1 O 2,

of agitation .(C,11 are

ee roots

where

27

If these roots are real and distint hen R i leas than zero.

or our problem



Therefore

om th is pie have

34 2 6
(-50 x

29.7xR =
7

Therefore the positive re al root given by

z

Therefore

1
17.234- 3 3--

27 .

2.631
3

Y = 0.54369

(0. 4369)13181

-From e question C.6 we obtain

83929)piqi

The m.nimu value of.F is therefore given by

147

-17.2
27

(plq1)2 1+ (0.5)4369)2 0.83929

[1 4-0.54369+0.8392912
2

(c.16)

35220.



From equations Q.15).and (C.16) we obtain

The choice of pi

require that-

Pl
0.83929). ( q

2
p

P1
= (0.54369)(

1)3
C.18)

can be arbitrary, but the;const

q < q

which imply (fr equations C.17 and'SC.18))

> (L83929 Pi

0.514369131

At this point it is ,appropriate to recapitulate he original

problem;

P1 P2 P3

P P
2

+ P-

p1--2--2 2q2 2. 2

1' +P2q2'+''

(C.19)

(C.20)

C.21)

(C.22)

orm= ihejuntion G given by

G r--11117 C.23)

0 will be, maximized under veral inequality constraitn Ls

discUssdd'later in the section In order to obtain the extreme



points of G, these will be replaced by equalities in each-ease.

If it can be shown that the maximum value of G is less than or

equal to zero then the inequality (C.1) will havebeen-proven.

1.1: is independent of ql, q2 and q3, so M2 has tube minimized with

respect t; and q3. It has been shown that this is achieve

equations (G.17) and q.18) are satisfied But conditions

And require extra constraints. These constraints

are given by inequalities (C.29) and (C.20).

value:of Mi is

p_ =0.83929P
2 1

these constraints the ma

p 3=/.54369p1

Therefore unde

149

,(0.25)

Thus the maximum value of G when the constraints

inequalities,(C.19) and (C.20) are,satisfied=is

nequality

these constraints

Now, it ha

M
2

= [0.35220-

holds, i.e., the theorem is proven Under

that when constraint C 9) and

(C.20) do not hold, inequality (0.1)

have to be considered.

is still valid. Three cases

Constraint pe 0.83929 pi in not satis cd, bUrt

CY.54369 p1 i tisfied.



(II Constraint p, 0. 51369 is not satisfied, but

p 0.83929 p is satisfied.2 1

III) Neither of the two constraints

Case_

In this c e in order to minimize Ni

as posib1e keeping in mind that

has o be-satisfied. Therefore . choose q
--2

can vary. It has :peen shown (see

DP

qA
implies

but ion

is satisfied.

can be adG ar e

so'oray

CA5R

Since q qi from

the constraint q

This means

2
P2 4P

inequality C.2 never sati ed - Therefore



Therefore the thear is true this case:

Following the same ar uments given n a e e choote

Then is F i minimized with iespect to q e constraint
2

Since p_ p z..tp is inequality C.29 may be
1 ?.-

=

satisfied' u subcase ay be identified.

Case



then we have_ to eh e o that;F may he minimum Thent

Therefore the theore]



Sinee neither con aint (C 19) (G.20 ) iis satisfied

and ca can be made as 1&rg e s pbssible -nnde the c onstrai
2 3

Therefore the theorem' has been shOwn,to hold for all case



APPENDIX

TEE CLASSIFICATION GORTY1-- M

The classificati n algorithm consists of the keyword extractor

module, the primary classifier, the Bayesian distance calculator and

tfte,noise detector. In this appendix we will outline' each of these

modules so that this lgdrit n may be implemented. The folio in

-entities need to be discussed for better understanding of =the

o_ hm-

and S are, paramete discussed in-...Ghapter

and S are sets containing the indies of the words in the
.11

GENF And ihe:NEPrespecti-ilely:,

C is a set of.indiCes-OZ yvor ayes

_di"sta e have to he-calculated; during, TY. -cal o

Eaye Ian ,d tance calculator odule, it ..equal to ei he

SN;

Ivlag[l'nj and Dir(1;n] are,.---aya of magnitudes and directions

caiculatedW the Bayesian'diBti rce alculator.

XeywordExtractor

ThiS module 'reads one keytbrd at a time and stores the

fdllowing an input buffer:-
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a value -1 eorresPondiflg ,to the index of the rd_:

read;

b the -keyword; and
r ^

c the 'probability 'Values associated with the keywords.'

These are stored in the matrix j) where i is the

index of the keyword and..j_= 1, to t bor --spripd to the.w,

L categories.

-Prima r els______,-
:.- ... .. - ...

This Module ,annlyz the words - GRUF to obtain prinatry ,,--,

The nput consist n d- the utput'i
. .

-i.
numeric code corresponding to the SPIN' category which

assigned as the primary class .

1;

call keyword extra tor, 1; < then

step_2;

= S
C-Jj

load indices I through Q in GBUIP;

6. [sr ; call Bayesian ,Di . tanee Calculator:

for j.= 1 to D 1, cheek to see whei er ,Plaf3(i)'<rviag(i+1)

and Dix(i):=Dir(j+1 ) if not then cull Noise betect-

elSe go to step 15,

= index -of noisy word; put in the- Ni3UF;

t ji ; last .element. in S
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,

B last element in B..
N ,

if' IS I
then S . =S call Bayesian Distance

Ceula for
N G

ele go te_ step 6;

10 X gag(A-

S7- =
N'

call- Bayeeian Distance Calculator-
-T.- _ I

:12: Y = Mag(b);-- if Y> X then interchange the --elements a

the -nuv and 'the IsiBLIF rand the elements SN

respectively;

2 '2
Litractor, if document has n nor

keywords= then identify it s unclassifiable,

...-load index, Of -new keyworddln=the MAN
-

ew 'ridex} ;- go to step 6;,-
. .,'.-..-' . .

. 4
.

. ,.

1.5. i g D 'S then primary class = Dir D else

to steD

esian.Distance Calculator

Gimen a set S
T

of indices of keywords, this module calculates

the magnitudes- and directions of,D and stores 'them in the .ari-ays

and Fair j rspectively. The input to t? is module is e.

matrix R[n t] ont the probability values associated with

the keywords whose indicep are -in' :

1.

1 04

_
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then-

P(ij
PI1013(i :MB'( - 1,j )

Noise Tete a

P TA t s Z PROB(i
Jr-1

,for. j =1 to compu

PROD( J))
PSTAR

E AL2(.1

Di I cf the largest value of AL

+I; iN then return; 1 se go to step, 3.

This module comps. he- Ana udes and direc

keywords in the OUP and detects 'a noisy word. It returns the

index of -this word,

N-

for i =1 to N-1 check whethqr Ke.g(j. +1)

If so then return I) as the. index.,of the

keyword

r i =1 to N-1, cY e k whet r Dir Dir(i +1

If _t then return ex the,,ndisy

keyword.
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